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SPECTRUM is nowin its eleventh yearof publication. Onceagain we celebrate a group
of highly accomplished student writers, two first-place winners and six students who merit
honorable mention. Their work was written for courses from a variety ofacademic
disciplines, ranging fi-om Mathematics to English Composition to Sociology. All of these
writers exemplify Saint Mary's College's commitment to the "liberation of the mind, which
is the essenceof the liberal arts tradition" and which "requiresthat students in all
disciplines develop the habits of looking twrice, of asking why, of seeking not only facts
but ilmdamental principles."
We want to thank all ofthose students who entered the 1996-97 student writing contest
and all of the professors who encouraged them intheir work and urged them to submit
their finished essays to the contest.
In producing Spectrum 1997we have received help fi'om many quarters. Wewant to
thank ourpanel ofjudges. Professors Joel Burley of the School of Science, Kristine Chase
ofthe School ofEconomics and BusinessAdministration, and Jervey Tervalonofthe
School of Liberal Arts, for their timeandjudgment. Support from Academic Vice
President William Hynes and Dean of the School ofLiberal Arts Joseph Subbiondo has
been essential to Spectrum's publication.
Denise Simard did a heroic jobof transforming various texts in various formats onvarious
floppy disks intoone beautiful text, ready to send to the printer.
This year our cover art is Jessica Silva's beautiful "SelfPortrait #3" (oil on canvas, 1997).
We want to thankMs. Silva for her permission to reproduce thiswork of art and
Professor Suzanne Schumacher and Marvin Schenck, Curator of the Hearst Art Gallery,
for their generous expenditures oftime and effort. Suzarme Schumacher and Marvin
Schenck helped usto find the perfect cover art for Spectrum 1997. Marvin Schenck took
numerous photographs in an effort to capture the perfect photographic image ofJessica
Silva'spainting.
Finally, we want tothank Pod and Katie Boothe, whose generosity has helped, for several
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MailCaU
Amador Alviz
ON June 13, 1989, two days after my high school graduation ceremony, I left my
comfortable existence of intimacy and familiarity. I entered the Marine Corps with the
narcissistic beliefthat I was connected to my surroundings and my community of people
and places. I left Guam with a list ofnames and places, believing that itwas enough to
sustain in me that parochial optimism ofa secluded island. I had names like Robby Call, a
young man who I had come to love as abrother. I once had acrush on Vivian Conlu, so I
included her name also; until today, I still write to her. InGuam, weall had anaffinity for
water, so I included pictures ofJohn Cruz hiking with me to Tarzan falls—both ofus
carrying machetes. I kept pictures ofCeti Bay, where I once hiked down the cliffside and
along the river with the JFK running club. At the center ofmy montage was Leah
Tamondong, ayoung woman who inspired in me a love for poetry and that adolescent fear
ofrejection. I wrote down Wilson Ng, a pseudo-hippie whose motto was, "Ihave no
ego." I included the name ofKyung Han, a beautifUl Korean girl that had the unfortunate
luck ofinheriting her older sister's nickname, "Buffalo Butt." Mrs. San Gil somehow
made into my list. She was devout Catholic who made ither business to take the kids in
my community to church ifour parents couldn't orwouldn't. Being the consummate
Catholic, Mrs. San Gil would hold yearly rosaries and novenas at hw house and lure the
children with promises ofgoodies afterwards. To my list I added my sister, Angeline, who
loved me despite our constant arguing. I added my over-passionate, controlling mother
and my ambivalent but circumspect father.
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Leaving Guam had a tang offinality that was dulled by a desire for independence.
In many ways I was Paul Morel from Sons andLovers by DH Lawrence. Leaving our
controlling mothers inourwake and assured by the certainty ofchange, we both ran
towards an unknown butpromising darkness. ^
Flying away from Guam, I was physically struck by a formidable geographical
separation, the Pacific Ocean. Flying into a blue and white sky, seeing my island diminish
into a green blur, the assurance ofmy previous existence rested in the promise hearing
"Dear Amador..." Three years would pass before my first and only visit. My only lasting
connection to Guam would be my letters. tj
My first letter was a stowaway. Quickly folded and tucked away inmy running
shoes were two pages ofscribbled pink ink on plain white paper. My sister's first letter
to meread, "Dear Am," as she would call me, "Hey, so you're probably offGuam
already.. thank you for putting upwith me....You know I'll probably (joke) miss you."
She continues later, "Bud, you betterwrite, please. I should at least hold some
importance or love with that Butt-head ofyours... .Love you always, Angeline." I carried
it folded in my wallet for thefour years I was intheMarine Corps. The letter, with its
worn pagesand fading pink ink, still remains closeto me.
InBoot Camp, I wasintroduced to "Mail Call." Theplatoon would assemble in
theentrance of thesquad bay, forming the"classroom" asthedrill instructor emerged
from DI Hut witha bundle of lettersand occasionally, a box. We had several drill
instructors, Sergeants Myers, Farmer, Currier, and Bunker. Although Sergeant Currier ^
hadthe name of anideal messenger, it wasoften Sergeant Myers, the senior DI, who
distributed the mail. He would yell out our names or the niclwames that he thought was
more fitting. Private Dawanowski was "Alphabet!" And that is how they said it, with an ^
exclamation mark. Private Zazoya was shortened to Private "Z." Some Privates hadthe
luxury of two names. Private Fidelibus, a Greek kid from Nevada, was either called
Private Pious PioFidelibus or Semper Fidelibus. For those inthe platoon that had jobs,
their jobtitle soon replaced their names. Private Del Valle, a Filipino from Michigan, was
incharge ofkeeping platoon records, sohis name became "Scribe." The two privates who ~
cleaned the DI Hut eventually became the "S-4's."
As the Drill Instructor read our namesout loud, he would flick his wrist, throwing
our mail towardsus. Ifthe writing had a hintoffemininity, the DI would pass the ka,
envelope beneath his nose, take a deep breath and say something sarcastic with a smile.
Sometimes he would say,"A letter from Suzie!"
Suzie was short for Suzie-Rotten-Crotch, the Marine Corps given name to every
recruit's girlfiiend. If hewas feeling lazy he would drop it, letting us pass it on. The letter
would make itsway through various hands, pausing to have the return address read, ^




Physically, Mail Call was the easiest part oftheday. Emotionally, it was a moment
of risk. You were at riskofnot receiving a letter, and if you did receive a letter, you were
still at risk. Therewere two typeslettersof you didn't want to receive. "Return to
sender" letters had the effect of holding you ina perpetual stateofpanic as you awaited
thenew address. Sometimes you might never geta new address. "Dear John letters," for
the uninitiated, werethose letters to inform youthat "Suzie" doesn't wantto dateyou
anymore. Private Smith received a Dear John letter while we were in rifle training, and
because wewere shooting everyday and ammunition wasaccessible, theprivates onguard
duty were instructed to watch himat night.
ma
InBoot Camp, you write insearch ofbalance between ambivalence and obsession.
You try to write enou^ letters and say enough, so much that you'll get something in
return. You trynot to write toomuch because you are afraid ofappearing obsessive. The
entire platoon was required to write at least one letter a week home, this was to avoid any
^ anxious parent calling their congressional representative, wondering iftheir son had died
in some training accident. This was done because many ofusignored our parents and
wrote to our girlfriends, pseudo-girlfriends, andfriends.
I remember writing to Leah everyday for a week. For three months I wrote to
Leah and Vivian at least three timesa week. I did so, because I wanted someform of
w- contact that was less niasculine, less brutally frank, less commanding, more tender and
comfortable, and possibly more familiar than the Marine Corps. Inwriting those letters, I
erected a shrine dedicated to self-delusion. With every word I wrote, 1slipped deeper into
^ thebeliefthat I was telling the truth. I was convinced that each time Leah ended her letter
with "Love, Leah," she really meant it. I wrote for the same reasons weall did. I wrote to
recreate and cling to a past Aat helped me cope with the present. We wrote with the
sentimental selfishness of Isaac Bashevis Singer. Wewrotehoping that like Arele, we
would return home to find Shosha, just as we left her.
" As Boot Camp wore onand the third month approached, the outside world was
transformed into thoughts on paper. The only reminder that I had been somewhere else,
done other things, were my memories and my letters from home. The platoon had
achieved what military experts call "unit cohesiveness." We began to confided in each
other those things we only wrote about. Private Caldwell, my bunkmate from a little town
inTexas, would share his letters with me, reading the parts that he feh were the most
salient. He included pictures ofhis mother and father and a description ofhis dream-giri.
Private Bobo, whose name caused him more trouble than anything else, would show us
^ pictures ofhis uncle, aMarine who died in Vietnam, won the Congressional M^al of
Honor, and eventually had a hall named after him in Washington, DC. Other privates
shared intimate details ofhome grown erotica. Private Daleo, anItalian from New Jersey,
would often receive letters with pictures ofyoung women enclosed.. .pictures that he
would eventually pin up on the "hog board."
No one had it harderthan the married recruits. PrivateChavez received weekly
updates ofhis pregnant wife's status. Before leaving Boot Camp, he asked Sergeant
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Bunker if he could still have sex with his six-month pregnant wife. PrivatePea alsogot w
letters from his wife, as well as his daughter. He wasmuch older and more mature than
the rest of theplatoon. Asa result, weoften sought his advice onmany things. And, I
cannot leave out PrivateGranger who sleptacrossthe squadbayfrommeand always
asked me ifhe could marry my younger sister.
Asabruptly as it started. Boot Camp ended. Three months of training ended with
a parade and followed with two weeks ofmess duty and another month ofMarine Combat
Training. In all, wewould spend nearly five months with thesame recruits. Mess duty
passed quickly only because youwere too tired to think of anything else. Marine Combat
Training was all spent inthewoods and was somuch fiin that you rarely had time to write
home.
Inalittleoverayear, I found myself, again, dependent on a lifeline of letters. My
unit was deployed into the Persian Gulf, and I was sent on the advanced party. Alone in ^
the late August desert with several of my fellow Marines, wewaited nearly a month for
those first letters. The letters arrived wrinkled and weathered from their journey, some
even censored by the Saudi Government. Ifyour letters had Christmas stamps on them, ^
they were usually marked out with a marker. Often our issues of Time,People, or
Newsweek had pages cut outof them or blacked out. And ifyou were waiting foryour
subscription to Playboy to catch up with you, you had a long wait.
Reading letters became a ritual of resurrection. A partofus haddisappeared, but
with eachnewletter it returned. Individually, we would seeksolitude to read our letters. w
Corporal Woofter would walk into thedistance and sit onthesand to read letters from his
pregnant wife. Corporal Woofter'swife gavebirth to a boyinhisabsence. Lance
Corporal LeBlanc would sneak offbehind the tent and underneath the camouflage netting t-j
beforereading his letters. Corporal Marvin GayeMedlock preferred to reread his letters
in his underwearand had the peculiarhabit of aJways carryinga tooth brush and a letter.
The exception would be Lieutenant Bellinger, who read his lettersout loud and paused
and chuckled at his wife's jokes. Her letters included cut-outs from Victoria's Secret
catalogs with little notes saying "Wouldn't I lookgreat in this?" andan orderform with
all the sizes filled out. ^
As August turned into September and the mail became increasingly regular, our
unitbecame larger and slowly madeits wayNorth towardsthe Kuwait Border. Being
some distance from the Dhalvan, a four to six hour drive, it became necessary to have our
mail flown viathe courier helicopter. Call it serendipity, but I wasin charge of meeting
the helo at the landmg zone. Overnight, I became the anxious postman who couldnot
stop thinking about his own letters. Every stop I made was greeted with loud "Ooorahs"
and "Devil Dog!" Themen, tiredanddirty, were reborn andenergized as theyawaited
news from home. They became generous, giddy. They smiled uponreceiving their
envelopes and care packages.
La
We wrote with uncomfortable, voluminous passions that were brought on by a
tangible force of urgency. Ourlittle cardboard mail boxwould have to be emptied twice a
day. Because we needn't stamps, we wrote everyday about everything thatwe did: "Dear
Vivian, I don't knowwhyI write, I just do ...Wehad another chemical attack alert. We
wereat MOPP level four for quitea while...." "Dear Angeline, I amtiredof taking these
pills; one pill everyday, another pill every 6 hours, andanotherpill every several days...." I
once wrote a detailed, complaining letter to Robby about having to bumshit in diesel fiiel
for several hours.
We wrote so much that when we ran out ofpaper we used the boxes ofC-rations
for postcards; Chicken a la King, Corned BeefHash, Chicken and Rice.
Wewrote to maintain something within us that wasstruggling to remain unjaded
because despite all of our fancy equipment and technology wewere still afraid of dying. I
wrote to the men andwomen in my life to retain some tenderness andto force reality into
what I often spoke ofaccomplishmg when I returned. I wrote because I was afraid of
being forgotten, afraid that I would have to use my Atropine and 2Pam-Chloride injections
(antidotes for chemical agents). It wasn't enough that wehad each other. Our packs
were filled extra uniforms, socks, foot powder, extra magazines, chemical suits, gas
masks, etc. Nothing was "ours." The only possessions that could be traced unmistakably
^ to each ofus were our letters and the few pictures that came with them. Weheld them
close to usbecause they revealed more about our identity than ourdog tags. Butholding
something soclose was dangerous in a time and place that requked physical and mental
focus.
Eventually, I burned every letter I received while I was intheGulf. To bum those
letters wasto clutch them closer to yourself To bumthose letters wasto remove another
layer ofvulnerability, to make them inaccessible to everyone else but your memories.
It is now 1997 and the letters have ceased to arrive. I now await the casual





WHEN he got old my grandfathergrew more active and insistedon walking to
work every dayinstead of takingthe bus. Mygrandmother oftenrecounted how he. Papa
ji, woke up at sixo'clock everymorning and madebed-tea for mygrandmother before his
daily morning walk. By the timehe returned, my grandmother, Chai ji, would be up
making breakfast and he would get ready for work. While having breakfast he insisted on
simukaneously readingthe newspaper. My grandmother, who never attended a school in
her life, didn't know English at all, but spoke Hindi andPunjabi fluently. So, Papaji
would relate the day's news to her but I doubt she ever paid any attention. Her main
concern was runningthe household and makingsure that her husband was well fed. After
breakfast,Papaji washed his hands, did his prayers, and left for work. He worked at the tsj
same store his father and grandfather opened and every morning he walked two miles to
get there. I never heard hun complain even once about walking. He loved it.
I was here in the United States, a placeof such opportunity that Indiaand
everyone in it, particularly relations, were almostdiminished. I missed growing up in my
grandparents' house and hearingstories ofthe old days when my father was knownto be a
mischievous boy who grew up but failed to take responsibility and had no name in
business. Papaji maintained that if myfather gave it hisbest he could be somebody in






When Papa ji passed away at the age of seventy-five, myfather returned to India
to perform the funeral dutiesas the eldest son. I stayed here with mymotherand brother
and kept my Kusum Aunty, my father's sister, company. When myfather returned fi-om
India, I learned more about mygrandfetherthan when he was alive. After years oftrying
to quit cold-turkey and dealing with the effortsmybrotherand I madeto persuade him to
quit. Papaji finally quit smoking two months before hisdemise withthe help of oneofour
religious spiritual leader. Mybrotherand I were evenmorehappy to hearthat our father
followed in his father's footsteps and quit smoking also.
I learnedthat Papa ji had a big heart. He could never raise his voice or scold
anyone—not even a childas mischievous as my father. I knew somewhatofhis generous
spirit but I didn't know howfar reached. Everyone agreed that hismagnanimity could not
be matched by anyone else in the family. For instance. Papaji was always verypatient
with aduhs as weU as children. His clam-like demeanor and composure were virtues
admu-ed by all, except for thosewho found the opportunity to take advantage of these
qualities. Somepeople learned about histendency to be lenient andused it against him to
sway him in their direction. According to the Indian justice system, as the eldestof his
four half-brothers. Papaji was entitled to halfofhisfather's estatewhile the rest of this
halfbrothers divided equally the other 50 percentof the estate. Nevertheless, he was
easily made to feel guilty bythem and instructed the lawyer to divide theentire inheritance
equsdly amongst all five brothers. Suchwas the great heart of my grandfather—a bigone.
He could never say no to anyone.
I remember veryclearly whenI was in India, before we moved permanently to the
U.S., howPapaji could never deny meanything within reason. I loved orange popsicles.
Mygrandmother would scream and scold meif she ever sawmeeating one. She said that
those popsicles would definitely give me a sore throat and ifever thatdid happen, "Don't
come crying to me" (She, of course, said it inHindi). But, I still wanted one. Papaji
would buy methe orange popsicle-sometimes bymaking excuses to my grandmother or
by sneaking meout. He knew that once in a while a popsicle wasn't going to hurt me. He
didn't trust intheoldbeliefs of my grandmother, which maintained thathaving cold foods
or beverages, especially ice-cream, wouldinitiate a cold.
Papa ji changed many ofhis beliefs when he started to read. As an avid reader of
numerous English newspapers and magazines like Time, Life, and Readers* Digest, Papa
ji learned more about the world and was always striving to increase his knowledge as
much as he could. After close observationofhis desire to learn and applywhat he
learned, I can honestly saythat he believed that knowledge is power.
Returning fi-om thefuneral inIndia, Daddy brought along with him thelast letter
Papa jiwrote tome which had not been completed. In his long and heart-filled letters, he
oftendiscussed hisbusiness, sometimes current matters of theworld, the weather, and
many other things. He once explained to me thewhole Indian Parliamentary government
system. Furthermore, seeing ashow I missed the first wedding ofmy generation in our
family. Papa ji described all therituals ofanIndian wedding ceremony and their
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significance. He also talked about how much he and my grandmother missed me, how
proud hewasto hear of my achievements in school, and howhehoped that Almighty God
would always bless me with success.
As a learned manhimself. Papaji always encouraged me to go fiirther in my
education and make the family proud. I can s^ remember my astonishment when I
discovered that he was fluent in four languages. He wrote to mymother's father in Urdu,
to his brothers and sisters in Hindi, to me in English, and spoke to Chaiji in Punjabi. I
guessyou couldsaythat leftme speechless. I understand all theselanguages but I can
only read, write, and speak English. I canalso speak Hindi. Papaji sawmyinterest in
learning otherlanguages andurged meto startwith Hindi. With a little push fi-om Papa ji,
my mother taught mesome basics ofHindi onesummer and I immediately wrote my first
letter to him. He was amazed at how quickly I was beginning to write letters. Mylessons
ceased when school commenced. ThenI took up French which impressed him even more.
Papa ji did not believe in standing in any student's way ifhe sawpotential inthat
student. He especially didn't allow austere customs to interfere inthe scholastic
development of a child. When I wanted to go to Sly Park with mysixth-grade classmates,
my parents had akeady refused to send me, fearing that there would be no strict
supervision overthe boys andgirls. Papaji, however, whowasvisiting us at that time,
vetoed theirdecision and gave me permission. He claimed that this would be a great
leammg experience for me and a great chance to see anotherpart of America. I guessyou
could saythat he was a bit liberal. As soon as I returned from the trip he had a million
questions ready for me andwasfescinated to learnabout allthe activities in which I uj
participated. He first question was whether or not I ate properly. Afterexplaining how I
lived through five says of salad andbread, he continued hisquestions- "Did you havefiin?
What didyou do? Whatdid you learn? How was camping? Explain everything in detail." ^
There was never a dull moment between us. His interest in the American school system,
especially all the extracurricular activities provided, always found us in great conversation.
I was always happyto explain America, its customs and culture to him.
In my senior year ofhigh school I was applyingto colleges and chose Saint
Mary's. My desireto livein the dormitory nearly gave myparentsa heart attack. They
refused to allow their only daughter to liveaway fi-om home and consultedPapa ji about
my"ridiculous" plan. I rebutted with a letter to him describing how living in the dorms
while attending college is not uncommon. I explained that living on campus would
provide mewitheasyaccess to all the resources that mycollege has to oflfer and that this
experience would allow me to become a more responsible person. I further assured that I
wouldbe living with other gu-ls, not boys. Papaji again vetoedmyparents' decision. He
believed that the best way to get the most out ofa collegeeducation was to have the
whole experience.
I saw Papa ji again whenwe visited India in the summerof 1988. At the young
age ofthirteenI caughton to the rising love for coffeethat had taken over America and





Papa ji tried it and liked it. Soon we becamecofiFee-buddies. Everyevening we would sit
in the living-room sippingour coffeewhilehe entertainedme with stories ofmy father as a
child. He reminisced about myfather's rebellion against attendingschool and about how
he longed for the dismissal bell to ring so he could run backto the shop and helphis father
run the business. One ofthe most important things myfather learnedfrom Papa ji was to
write in proper British English.
I myself learned a little about writing from him. He taught me the correct way to
address the elderly, like himself, in a letter. I alwayswrote "Dear Papa ji" when writingto
him. He explainedthat it should me "Respected Papa ji" instead. His English
demonstrated a personofcultureand class. I've wanted to write likehimsincethe first
time I read his letters. Once he wrote to my parents and myselfabout one ofhis distant
relativewho had passed away (I can't recallhis name). Papa ji wrote: "I am dispirited to
conveythe message that Mr. X has expired." The first thought that crossedmymind was,
"Was this man a medicine that he expired?!" My father explained that expiredmeant
"died" or "passed away." Papaji's euphemistic styleofwriting inspired me. I'll admit I
tried many timesto imitate his stylebut I always endedup back to own stylebecausewhat
^ I wrote usually sounded very stupid. My feigned attempts were only worth a good laugh.
Papaji, however, nevercriticized my efforts, he only spurred me to continue andnot be
discouraged by others.
a)
Althoughour culture and customs did not allow me to leave home until I marry.
Papa ji could not allowthemto interferein my education. Even thoughkeepmg with
tradition was veryimportant to him, he agreedthat goingfor an education was not against
our culture. With his blessings and good wishes he told me to follow my dreams and I
becamethe first person in our family to leave home for a college education. I know why I
admired him so much. I believed then, as I do now that he was a person ofgreater inner,





ASK a child to define mathematics and he will probably tellyou it has to do with
numbers. Pose the same question to a high school student, andshewill probably start
explaining some algebraic method sheiscurrently trying to understand. In fact most
people will probably say theanswer definitely hassomething to do with numbers.
Webster's Dictionary defines it as "the group of sciences (including arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, calculus, etc.)dealing with quantities, magnitudes, and forms, and their
relationships, attributes, etc., bythe useof numbers and symbols." However the word
mathematics comes fi-om the Greek word, mathematikos, which meansinclined to learn.
Thesedefinitions of mathematics are far too limiting. Mathematics encompasses a wide
spectrum of things most people do not consider. It is really the study of patterns.
Patterns in numbers, but in otherthings as well: Patterns in the movement of the planets
in the solar system, in the petals on a flower, in thehidden rhythms of the weather; there
are even patterns in strands ofDNA thatdescribe a person's genetic makeup precisely. To
say that mathematics deals with numbers is like saying thata musician deals with sound.
He also must consider rhythm, beat, placement of notes, lyrics, etc. Numbers are really
only the tip ofthe iceberg.
Thestudy of mathematics began more than 2500 years agowith Pythagoras. From
the connection between whole numbers, and a vibrating string, to the fiindamental utility
of the relationship among the sides of a triangle, Pythagoras viewed mathematics asboth




was the language of nature. Since the beginnings of its studywithPythagoras,
mathematics has encompassed allthree: the pureabstract art form, which reveals an
elegant network of truthsexpressed uniquely bythe human mind; the applied science,
which allowsus to understandnature in her own language; and the pedagogy, which
ensures mathematical skill andbeautywill continue andbe enhanced. Although different
in character, the abstract, applied, and pedagogical are the same in essence, one
continually enrichingthe other.
Mathematics helps us to studyunderlying patterns, abstract patterns that may seem
hidden. Mathematics is a tool to help us studythe patternsand to make senseofthem.
Welive in a universe of patterns: Snowflakes with sbc-fold symmetry, seasons of the year,
animals' stripes or spots, and even theshapes insand dunes inthedesert areall patterns in
nature; there arepatterns of form, and of movement, too. Understanding these patterns
leads to understanding the rules that govern natural processes.
Mathematics enables us to describe the patterns that are discovered aswell as to
explain why they happen at all. Consider Kepler's famous discovery ofthe shape of
planetary orbits. Byperforming a mathematical analysis, Kepler realized that planets
move inellipses. Until then it was assumed that the planets moved in circles. With this
new information people became excited to find outwhat this could mean for all sorts of
other astronomical phenomena. Byexposing a pattern, and understanding it, scientists
learned how to predict planetary motion, among other things. Being able to predict nature
has always been desirable, that kind of information has practical applications. With
mathematics, we are able to tellwhat the weather will probably be like tomorrow, or when
the tide will come in, or when the next solar eclipseis going to occur.
Mathematics is simply oneof the best toolswe have forunderstanding the world
we live in. It is a system of reasoning that allows us to recognize andunderstand patterns,
wherever they are. Forexample, consider thespiral shell ofa snail. The spiral shape itself
is easily observed as a pattern; however, you need mathematics to describe that shape
precisely. What is more, thequestion of howthedevelopment of the snail produces the
pattern canonly be answered byusing mathematics to understand the effects of the
chemical changes that occur. Mathematics allows us to not just understand the pattern,
but to understandwhy it happens the way it does.
Thequalities thatmost people tend to associate with mathematics arethings like
precision, accuracy, and logjc. Therefore mathematics is closely related to 'clear'
thinking. Mathematics teaches students to think, to follow a path, and to search for
hidden paths yetundiscovered. It is not a set of functions, or rules, or numbers. It is a
way of interpreting ourworld. It is a way of understanding, explaining, and ultimately
expressing the abstract patterns that we may see,but havediflBculty naming.
Implicit inwestern cultural heritage is the idea that nature is governed by
mathematical laws. The doctrine ofDeterminism states that ifwe could only know
nature's mathematical laws, we wouldjust needto plug in the relevant numbers or
13
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measurements in order to predict the future. This sounds so simple. However, we do not
live in such a simple, perfect world. In nature, the triangles, circles, and other Euclidean
figures that we observe, are not perfect. Our perception may be that a sand dollar forms a
circle, but if it were actually measured, we would see that it is not a true circle.
Galileo said, "Mathematics is the language with which God wrote the Universe."
Therefore, an understanding ofmathematics is a prerequisite to understanding and
appreciating nature. Well, God may have written the universe in mathematics, but it is
getting pretty evident that he did not use the equations and formulas studied in school
mathematics when he did it. The mathematics studied in school is like learning the
grammar ofa language. You don't need to know all the rules to speak or to make sense.
The more you know, the better you wiU be understood, and the more enjoyment you will
get fi'om the language. But drilling students on the rules for conjugatinga verb in the
subjunctive tense gets rather dull. High school math often teaches only manipulation,
leavingout the big, broad picture. These equationsand formulas imply that natural
phenomena obey some mathematical ingrained function or another. Applied
mathematicians have known for some time that mathematics does not dictate nature, but
rather imperfectly attempts to describe it. Recent discoveries have buried classic
determinism very deeply. AlbertEinsteinwould have agreed, "As far as the laws of
mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain. And as far as they are certain, they do
not refer to reality." Werner Heisenbergsays the samething when he writes, "What we
observe is not nature itself,but nature exposed to our method ofquestioning."
Sometimes the patternsare easily distinguishable, as in the case ofwritten music.
In a written score, the patterns are visible to the naked, untrained eye, evenif theyare not
understood. Unlessa person is trained to read music, all she will see is a collectionof
symbols on a page that makes no sensewhatsoever. But a trainedmusician maylook at
the same piece ofpaper and see a song. Or better yet, she may actuallyhear a song in her
head. It is easyto compare music to mathematics and see the relation. Othertimes the
connection is not quite so obvious.
Art, for example exhibits many mathematical influences, some of which are quite
hidden. Consider the golden section, a proportionate division of lengths considered since
ancient timesto be aesthetically pleasing to the human eye. The Greeks usedthis
measurement in the construction of their pyramids. It is still used in architecture today. It
also appears in art, in theplacement of subjects onthecanvas. Many artists use a type of
grid astheir background to determine the layout ofa project. The grid is never visible in
the finished product, but the mathematics lies beneath.
Patternsoftenexistwhereyou may feel certain that nonedo. Thisis chaos
theory, and a good example can befound inclouds. Clouds areformless, and shapeless,
yet they do have a very distinctive pattern, a kind ofsymmetry. It is impossible to tell the
size of a cloud bylooking at it. A large cloud seen from f^ away, and a smaller cloud
seen close up could be mistaken for each other. Clouds are fi-actaJs, geometric shapes that
repeat their structure onever finer scales. The dynamic process that causes fi-actals, such
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as clouds, is known as chaos, an apparent randomness whose origins are entirely
deterministic. Ifyou dig deep enough, you will find that even chaos has some rules. The
patterns are there to be found, ifonly we take time to look.
Mathematics is the ultimate abstraction, the ultimate way ofaccessing our world.
While numbers lie at the heart ofmathematics, they comprise oidy a small part ofthe
whole picture. The complicated equations that come to mind when most people think of
mathematics are only one technical aspect ofthe whole subject. They are merely symbols
for an explanation ofa process. The patterns found in nature can tell us so much about
our whole world, and mathematics is simply the best tool we have for examining those
patterns. Often the path from nature's laws to the resuhing behavior is not obvious. In
fact sometimes it can onlybe understood with mathematical calculations. Therefore,we
need mathematics to understand our world. The intrinsic beauty ofearth is unlocked
through the study ofmathematics. This elegancewas found by mathematicians as they
sought to better understand nature. Mathematical systemsand concepts, like all
knowledge, have an intrinsic beautyof their own, whichmakes them worthy of studyfor
their own sake. No further justification is required, and no liberaleducation could be
considered complete without it.
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The Meaning Behind The Words
Jennifer Garcia
IS the soul of the poet revealed in his works? In poetry, the careful selectionof
words and the structure of sentencesare key tools ofexpressionfor the poet. Because the
languageofpoetry is compressed, a brevityofwords can convey an immense amount of
information. The poet's emotions, opinions, and the state ofthe world can allbe
expressed in a matter ofjust a few lines or stanzas. In choosing the right words, the poet
can reveal a world in conflict or peace, a world offear or hope, and a world of suffering or
joy. The poet's style and use of sentence structure is equally as important as hischoice of
words. Use ofsymbolism, imagery, and rhyme are some ofthe techniquesthat provide
deeper insight into the message the poet wishes to convey. "California Spring" by Charies
Wright and "Bookbuying in the Tenderloin" by Robert Hass are two poemsthat illustrate
how the precise choice ofwords and the style of repression evoke emotion and lend
insight into the poets' subject matter-life and hopein California.
One technique that sets the tone and givesthe reader a deeper insight into a poem
is the narrative form adopted by the poet. Use offirst, second, or third person lends
different qualities to poetry and opens up a poemto different interpretations by the reader.
A firstpersonnarrative brings with it a senseof authority. The poet is at the scene. He is
witnessing the eventor participating in the activity. By interpreting the words ofthe poet,
the reader can alsogain insight into the author's own personality. The reader knows
exactlyhow the poet feels, what emotionsthe poet is experiencing, and what the poet
thinksabout the situation. The poemclearly tells how the poet viewsthe worid.
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Incontrast, use of the third person narrative brings more ofa generalization to the
poem. Itis not one person's opinion or interpretation ofa situation. Rather, it is as ifthe
poet is stating fact. In essence, by using the third person in describing people, places, and
events, the author isimplying that his opinions are to be taken as truth. The poet is stating
what he believes to befact, and it is asifthere isno other interpretation or opinion that the
reader can deduce.
The first person narrative is used effectively and cleverly in "Bookbuying in the
Tenderloin." Initially, it seems that the poet iswriting in the third person. As the reader
travels with thepoet through theTenderloin, thesights and sounds ofthearea are
inescapable and cannot be disputed. These are indeed the facts~St. Boniface Church, the
winos, the Longshoreman's Hall, the whores. They are concrete and real. As the poem
progresses, however, the reader finds the poet's personality and opinions beginning to
emerge. The Longshoreman's Hall stirs memories in the poet of"manic Trotskyite
screwballs." Hass expresses his opinion ofwhat unions have accomplished in managing
"fiinds for the workingman's cartel." He speaks ofComte and Fourier. These references
tell about the author and his passion for social reform. The reader isnot only gaining
information about theTenderiom, but about thepoet, as well. The poem develops from
generalizations into personal opinions. Finally, at the end ofthe poem, Hass speaks in the
first person with the line, "In the places that Ihaunt..." This technique is hi^y effective.
By not speaking in the first person until the end ofthe poem, Hass is providing the reader
with factual information about the Tenderloin to support hispersonal opinion of the fate
that awaits not only this hopeless district ofthe city, but possibly the state and the country.
Incontrast, "California Spring" iswritten entirely inthe third person. Information
is stated matter-of-factly. There isno room for feelings or emotion. The poet ismakmg
simple observations that are not subject to debate. Wherein Hass describes a specific
locdeto support his opinions, Wright generalizes. Heisnot claiming to beat one
particular scene orevent; rather, he isspeaking in a much broader sense. His message,
like his observations, becomes more ofa statement of fact than of opinion. ForWright,
the reality of life isthat "Nothing forgives." The reader isnot given theopportunity to
analyze events or to explore thepersonality ofthepoet. The poem is impersonal and
rigid.
There is no more effective technique of expressing feeling, emotion, and opinion
than in anpoet'scalculated choice ofwords. Word length, sentence structure, alliteration,
personification, metric rhythm, and rhyming are but a few techniques that can be
incorporated in a poet's workto msJce the poem unique andto convey a message.
"California Spring" and "Bookbuying in the Tenderloin" are perfect examples ofthe varied
techniques ofthepoets. Wright and Hass take their poems to opposite extremes and
utilize distinctive styles both in the selection of wordsand in sentence structureto express
their views.
"California Spring" reinforces its matter-of-fect tone by using one-syllable words
in short, succinct sentences. "At dawn the dove croons" and "Howcold the wind is"are
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examples ofWright's style throughout the piece. The poem isnot flowing or rhythmical.
It is choppy and abrupt, giving thepoem itsbleak, negative undertones. Descriptive
adjectives are used to a minimum. Like the use ofthird person, this device eliminates any
margin for debate. The dove isnot softly feathered or silvery white. The ice plant isnot u
succulent or prickly. Such descriptions would only serve to interject the opinion ofthe
poet and leave the poem open to question. Wright's choice ofverbs contributes to the
tone and mood ofthe poem. Such verbs as croon, hangs, shrink, drooped, dangles, and ^
creak convey thepoet'smessage ofdespair. Inthebeginning, several of theverbs provide
a moment of hope. "Lights come on," noises "arestarting up," and dewdrops "begin to
shrink." Yet, Wright abruptly changes the tone wdth the announcement, "How sad the ^
morning is." There isnohope thatsummer will come and that conditions will improve.
While spring should bea time of rebirth and new life that follows the harsh winter, all here
seems hopeless. While Wright's words convey a definite message ofdespair, they donot
delve into the causeofthe hopelessness or into the feelings of the poet.
Hass' choice of words in"Bookbuying intheTenderloin" contrast dramatically
with Wright's. Where Wright's words aresimple and abrupt, Hass' words areelaborate, —
descriptive, and flowing. The richness of his words are in themselves a contrast to the
content of thepoem. "Empurpled Irish winos" and "ruby port inthestorm of muscatel-
made unages ofhell" and "the city spews at their shuftling feet" are a few examples of
how Hass achieves images of despair through an eloquence of words. The poet creates
images of hopelessness through theuse ofcolor. The words "bleed," "empurpled,"
"ruby," "black," and "brown" reveal the dark, dreary existence onthestreets of the
Tenderloin. These words clearly stress the blight of the situation. Amidst the decay of the u
district and its people, the reader can see thehope that exists on the outside with "the
unions minting coin" and managing "funds fortheworkingman's cartel." Even books on
thestreets of theTenderloin relay a sense of hope, Utopia, and social reform. Yet, they w
remain untouched bythehabitants of this devastating place. There isno hope for these
people. As in "California Spring," the final line tells ofthe hopelessness ofthe situation
with the "dying ofthe West." Hass' words enlighten the reader ofboth the conditions in
California and the emotions of the poet.
Afinal point ofcontrast between the two poems are the subjects the poets utilize
to convey their message. Wright's poem deals strictly with objects in nature. Plants and
anunals, thewind and thesun areused to express his ideas and areoften given human
qualities like the liquid amber with "its hundred hands." The poet is looking for
forgiveness in nature, but it remains unrelenting. Hass' technique is easier torelate to
because he states his point ofview through humans rather than nature. The winos, the
literary authors, the union leader, and the whores, are the subjects that tell the story ofthe
Tenderloin. Insodoing, thereader can clearly see thereality ofthe situation. These
people are genuine. They are not metaphors orsymbols ofsomething else. They serve to
shock the reader into seeing the honesty ofthe poet and the horror ofthe situation.
"California Spring" and "Bookbuying in the Tenderioin" illustrate how one idea





The poets have chosen their words carefully, and in so doing, they have successfully
conveyed to the reader an emotional message of hopelessness and despair. Their
techniques, however, set these poets apart. The rigidity ofWright's poem prevents the
reader from delving into his innermost thoughts and from feeling any real connection to
thepoem. Hass, onthe other hand, has opened up his soul to the reader and stirred inthe
he reader his feelings ofhopelessness.
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Coaching and the Sports Administration:
A Rigged Game
Aubrey Eubanks
IN theearly 1970s, 90% ofwomen's athletic programs in America were led by
women. Today, less than 16% of women's programs have women directors. The number
ofwomen coaches hasalso suffered anastonishing decline, reported at less than 25% of
the total coaching population in 1990 (Lopiano 1). The numbers of sports offered, and
women participating in collegiate athletics, however, bothrose dramatically overthe past ^
thirty years. These facts indicate an obvious trend: the number of female athletes at the
collegiate level is increasing while thenumber of female role models, as coaches and
administrators, hassuffered a drastic anddramatic decline. What accounts for these
trends? Theanswer lies inthe investigation of specific, defined gender roles in athletics
which lead to the discrimination and exclusion ofwomen in coaching and athletic
administrative positions putting both male and female athletes at a disadvantage. During a uj
time inwhich society would like to believe women enjoy "ever-increasing opportunity," _
(Killy 25) economics and stereotypical forces, aswell as administration processes, and the
media all contribute to sustain the same powerful matrix of money, men, andtradition that
has led to the oppression ofwomenthroughout history.
Like many social problems, the discrimination ofwomen fi-om role model positions
in sports can betraced back to economic roots. Prior to Title IX ofthe 1972 Education
Amendments Act, the money necessary to hire paid coaches or women'sathletic program
directors did not exist. Typically, women coached women's teams on avolunteer basis ^
outofa love for the sport, despite financial drawbacks. Then came Title IX, which not -
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only required school receiving federal funding to fund women's and men's sports equally,
but destroyed admissionsand educational access barriers against women. Women were
no longer limited to the teachingand nursingprofessions but gained access to a numberof
^ fields formerly dominated by men. Many women decided leave their volunteer coaching
positions to pursue a career and explore new alternatives. Womenwho stayedwere often
fired as men's and women's athleticdepartmentsmerged and men's athleticdepartment
administrators began to "rebuild" women's programs. By 1990, 84.1% ofthe new
combined athletic departments women's programs were led by men (Nelson 159). At the
same time, men rushed to fill the new higher paying coaching positions and male
**' administrators eagerly hired them. Coaching women'sathletics could nowprovide an
adequate salaryand as men followedthe moneywomen were pushed out of today's
^ coaching and athletic administration fields.
Title IX was aimedat openingthe doors ofopportunityto women in sports,
^ however, laws cannot destroy stereotypes. To understand how stereotypes, or assumed
genderidentities of menand women, affect the hierarchy of the athletic world, it is
important to define traits associated with each sex. In K.F. Dyer's Sociology ofSexand
^ Difference, feminine traits include being"emotional, submissive, and passive." Masculine
traits include"aggressive, dominating, and active" (Dyer 100). Whether or not readers
agreewiththese termsthey undoubtedly exist as stereotypes in society. If askedto
identify traits ofa good coachmany administrators, as wellas athletes, also referto traits
like aggression and domination, stereotypically linked to males. Tara VanDerveer of
Stanford University, the most well-known women's basketball coach today, faces these
stereotypes every day. When askedhow peopleusually respond to her, her assistant said,
"peoplewonderabout her...because she's not really a dynamic outgoing person to people
on the outside" (Creedon 334). In other words, she does not fit the preconceived idea of
what a coach should be like, she does not fit the male-based stereotypes, she does not act
like a man. Until society can make an ideological change as to what a coach shouldbe,
women will suffer exclusion and discrimination that legal remedies cannot cure.
Athletic directors hire coaches. Based on the recent adoption ofProposition 209,
the majority ofvoters in California apparently believe that current hiring practices are fi-ee
of sexist and racist bias. In truth however, the fact that women occupy only 16% of
athletic admimstrative positions at the collegiate level helps to explain why only 25% of
collegiate teams are coached bywomen. Research shows that female athletic directors
hiretwiceas many women coaches as male directors (Nelson 173). When confi'onted
with these alarming statistics colleges oftenattribute the gap to a lackofwomen
applicants. Considering that search committees for coaching applicants consist of athletic
administrators (84% male), andthat employers have a natural tendency to select
employees thatmirror themselves, it is understandable that theemployment pool for
coachhg positions is limited. Evenwhen women do apply, employers turnto fiiends and
colleagues (men) for recommendations. Asthe hiring process proceeds thegender bias of
search committees, athletic administrators, and references, all helpfilter women out of the
employment pool, and as a resuh men get hired.
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Theportrayal of women administrators, athletes and coaches in the media also
helps explain why society continues to exclude women from the sports world. During the
1988 Olympic G^es, Florence GriflBth Joyner appeared on the covers ofSports
Illustrated andTime. In bothpictures, Joyner's intricately painted fingernails were
clearly represented. At the same time, Jackie Joyner Kersee broke theheptathalon record
and achieved unprecedented success intrack andfield. Kersee did not, however, flaunt
any obvious signs offeminmity, and never received thetype of media exposure Joyner did
(Creedon 33). Eight yearslater, Avon featured Kersee in a television commercial-
viewers seeKersee running along the beach while hervoice is inthe background telling of
heramazing athletic success. In the last line Kersee says, "...and I have redtoenails."
How could the color ofher toenailshave any importance? Both incidentsillustrate
society's need to link female athletes to their "appropriate" roles asfemales, not athletes.
Susan Faludi addresses this overwhehning effort to "push women back into u
'acceptable' roles" (Faludi xxii) inher book. Backlash: The Undeclared War Against
American Women. Faludi notes that the backlash succeeds "to the degree that it appears
'not to be political'...and notto be a struggle at all" (xxii). She notes that, like these ads,
it materiali^s in subtle ways. In a recent article on women athletic administrators, lines
like, "during the past 20 years, the number of women in athletic administration has
skyrocketed," and "increased opportunity to compete at a very high intercollegiate level in w
intercollegiate athletics has opened doors forwomen" (Killy 25)prove theexistence of the
backlash leading women to believe that a lackof female coaches and administrators does
not exist. Women subject to discrimination in athletics are unfairly convinced that "the ^
pressure is all in [her] head (Faludi xxii).
Aninvestigation ofeconomics, stereotypes, administration, and the media allhelp
explain why women have been excluded from the sports arena, butwhy does society
desperately need to reverse this trend?
Thmk ofan outstanding female athlete. Chances are that she has a malecoach.
The best U.S. women's soccer team, the University ofNorth Carolina,has a malecoach,
as do the top fourwomen's college volleyball teamsin the nation. Sportsfans cannot
deny that women athletes andmale coaches have aclueved considerable success in the last
twentyyears. Although the search for outstanding women's coaches may seemmore
difScult, one must remember how few womencoachesexist in comparison with their male
counterpart. There is no evidence proving women are incapable of coaching at a highly
competitive level, they justhave notbeen given thechance. Infact, thewin-loss record of
women and men is virtually identical (Nelson 166).
Biases against women have keptthe coaching andadministrative professions
primarily a boy's club, butthegender bias also exists among young male and female
athletes. Parkhouse and Williams first examined athletes' attitudes towards hypothetical
male and female basketball coachesin 1986. Theydiscovered that, basedon ability to







preferred malecoachesby 89% and 71% respectively. Eight years later, Mednechukand
Grossman conducted anotherexperiment addressing the genderbiasof swimmers toward
coaches. They concluded that athletes prefer coaches of their samesex. males preferred
male coaches by 78%, while women preferred female coaches by 63%. althou^ both
studies involvedless than 50 athletes, these results indicate that bias toward male coaches
had decreased, at least among youngwomenathletes, over time. Of course, more athletes
and sportsmustbe studied before drawing anyconcrete, precise conclusions.
Many of the athletes in these studies andtheorists on genderbiasin sport believe
that, althou^ women may have different coaching styles than men (just like two men may
havedifferent coaching styles), theyalsoofferqualities that mengenerally lack. Bob
Kersee, one ofthe most famouswomen's track and field coaches says, "male coaches hold
womenback. Theiregos are threatened"(Nelson 164). many athletesagree that women
are naturally better conmiunicators and understand an athlete's feelings better. Women
^ tend to vale "athletes first and winning second" (Nelsonl 68) and show more care for their
players. It has also been said that women have a better concept of teamwork because they
are the central figure inmany families. Statistics show thatwomen college coaches are, in
feet, more likely to have played a college sport thanmen. Coaching styles, backgrounds,
and values differ in every case, but athletes, administrators, and society as a wholemust
learn to accept and praise the difiFerences between any tow coaches, regardless of gender.
Thegender basis of society, leading to the discrimination and exclusion of women
in athletics, must come to an end. Young male athletes need to see women rolemodels
play a larger part of their experiences insports. Forwomen, female coaches and
administrators provide a role model closer to themselves and it is, therefore, easier for
women athletes to realize their ownpotential. Coaches continuaUy encourage athletes to
be leaderson the court but female athletes need to see that they will not exercisethe same
gender bias that has excluded women from sports today. It isalso important for female
athletes to be encouraged to pursue careers inthe sports world. Women inathletics at the
present, and women to come, deserve the equal pay and opportunity for upward mobility
that men have received. Networks to recruit women must be establishedand open and fair
employment practices must beconducted. Regardless of the cause forthegap between
men and women in sports (media, economics, administration, and stereotypes), thebasic
truth remains; sex discrimination, inany profession, is a social injustice thathurts not only
the excluded victims butall of society. Society has succeeded increating opportunities for
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You Don't Bring Me Flowers Anymore
Brad Campbell
AMERICA. In its short but illustrious history there have been few decades with as
much color and vivacityas the 1920s. If, as Matthew Arnold observes, the greatest
epochs in history are cWacterized by an atmosphere offresh thought, social change, and
bursts ofcreative genius, then this era surelyqualifies as such with the important strides it
seesbeing madetoward greatersocial and political liberty, and the literature which it
^ produces. Coming offofthe first World War, this decade witnesses, among other things,
the primeofthe Jazz Age and the first widespread recognition, appreciation and
celebration ofblackartists. It also sees the expressions ofa new-found independence for
u* women, following changes in social atmosphere andthe ratification of the long-in-coming
19th Amendment. "An old order [has] ended," andthere is an "hilarious spirit" in the air
(Norton 939). Years of stagnate repression give way to greater personal freedom and
social permissiveness, and a sortof sexual revolution occurs, bringing with it a "relaxation
ofsexual mores...increased freedom for women and increased openness ofsexual
behavior" (Norton 940-1).
Onthe underside of all thisprogress, however, lurks anall-too prevalent strain of
Traditionalism. Based on "a model ofwhite, Protestant, small-town virtues," this sort of
thinking emphasizes "social conformity" and "duty," and works to counter the shifts in
culture and morals happening inthe 1920s (Norton 940). While weusually consider the
1920s to be an eraof liberation, it is important to recognize that there were forces
working against progress at this time. Some who insisted onself-expression and
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individualism for one group ofpeople did not always extendtheir ideasoffreedom to
others.
EnterF. Scott Fitzgerald and William Faulkner. Fitzgerald, writing The Great
Gatsbyin 1925, andFaulkner, writing Sanctuary in 1931, witnessed the many changes
that occured in the 1920s, and responded tothem in their novels. We gain insight into ^
wherethey stand on allof thiswhenwe look at the waytheydepict their leadfemale
characters in these works.
Both Daisy Buchannan and Temple Drake seem to embody the traitsofthe "New
Woman" ofthe 1920sinsofar as they are sexually conscious, sometimes assertive women.
Theyeachhavea certain degreeof independence, but Fitzgerald andFaulkner respond to
these expressions with, as Leslie Fiedler puts it, "nausea" (Fiedler 313). In other words,
their uhimate depictions ofand reactions to these female characters are enoughto make
one sick, as they belie a remarkably negative attitude toward women's independence.
Whatwe eventually see is that, for both authors, the independent woman is necessarily the
ruined woman.
Fitzgerald andFaulkner portray their lead female characters as the sort of New
Women theysee around them. I should preface this by saying that I do not intend to paint
Daisy or Temple as feminists, per se,but rather as products of the liberating era inwhich v-
they live. Neither is perfectly independent, but they are certainly not the old, mythical
"SouthernFlowers" either, whose "fresh femininity," wide-eyed mnocence, and happy
obedience was the subject ofmuch celebration in previous eras (Norton 941). They are, in ^
one wayor another, New. Of the two, Daisy most accurately embodies the "wise
cracking, free-wheeling, independent 'flapper' of the Jazz Age" (Norton 941). The
language which Fitzgerald usesto describe her is itselfimportant: throughout the novel,
she "compels," "demands," "insists," "thrills," and "excites." Moreover, sheis not afraid to
say what she thinks. She refiises to be subordinate to her husband, Tom, and often ^
challenges, mocks and teases him. We see this sort of attitude from the beginning, when
Nick first visits the Buchaimans on East Egg. At one point, her husband cautions, "I hate
that word hulking, even in kidding," to which Daisyboldly replies, "Hulking" (16). Here,
Daisy resists Tom's patronizing warning and challenges anyauthority he might think he
has over her. Immediately following this scenewe see Daisy mockTom's intelligence. He
rants and raves about a bunch of "scientific stuff' he has read, and Daisy responds with
biting wit, "Tom's getting veryprofound. He reads deep books with longwords inthem"
(17). Always the "wise-cracking" flapper, Daisy is not the least bit afraid to speak what ~
she feels, evenif it means making her racist husband look silly in front of their guests. ^
Daisy further asserts her independence byrefusing to let others dictate her life.
The resistance we see in the above examples culminates in a more significant defiance of
both Tomand Gatsby toward the end of the novel. For instance, whenTom demands,
"Come on, Daisy," trying to force her into the car, she "move[s] out from the circle of his
arm," walks closeto Gatsby, "touching hiscoat with her hand," and tellsTom, "You take ^
Nick and Jordan. We'll followyou in the coupe" (128). She not only refusesto do as
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Tomtells her,but rubs it inby showing an alle^anceto Gatsby. Still, not even the great
Gatsby canforce Daisy to do what hewants. During the climax scene inthe hotel room,
when Gatsby commands, "Justtell him the truth—that you never lovedhim" (139), Daisy,
thoughshelapses for a moment, finally responds, "Oh, you want too much!...I did love
himonce" (140). Daisy refuses to lie for Gatsby's sake and refuses to buy into his
impossible dream.
Fitzgeraldalso depictsDaisy as a New Womanin that she is sexually aware. She
is quite sensual, with "bright eyes" (14) and a "passionate mouth" (15). She is alsoboldly
flirtatious, as we see when, in fi^ont ofher own husband, she tells Gatsby, "...you look so
cool. ..Youalways look so cool" (125). But sexual awareness means morethanjust
sensuality; it also means being aware of the relationship between the sexes. Daisy shows a
keen, almost poignant awareness of thiswhen shetells Nick that sheweptwhen shefound
out herbaby wasa girl, adding that shehopes "...she'll be a fool—that's Ae best thing a girl
can be in this world, a beautiful little fool" (21). This,ofcourse, implies that Daisy knows
all too well what it's like not to be a fool, to be a resisting, free spealdngNew Woman m a
worid where not everyone is ready for New.
Faulkner also depicts his lead female character. Temple Drake, as a sortof New
Woman, albeit to a lesserdegree than Fitzgerald does Daisy. Faulknerintroduces us to
herwith an emphasis on her physical features, describing her "bold painted mouth" andher
"cool, predatory, discreet" look(29). Hislangu^^e hereis key: shehasa boldmouth and
aprechtorylook. This word "predatory" is a particularly interesting choice; it suggests a
sort of animalism in Temple's behavior and indicates an untamed, aggressive personality.
She is, at times, boldly flirtatious, as we see m the way she smiles at Popeyewith "taut,
toothed coquetry" (48), andwe laterlearn that Temple doeshave a sort of sexual
reputation, however exaggerated it may be: hername iswritten on the lavatory wall! (38)
This isTemple's "... final degradation" asLeslie Fiedler facetiously putsit (312). Though
the reason for writing Temple's name on that wall is probably lufounded, the point is that
it tells us men think about her sexually, and she is conscious ofthis.
Temple also exercises a good deal ofindependence throughout the novel. At one
point, we see herjump off of a train (defying the conductor), and run of with Gowan,
eventually missing the baseball game that her father expects her to attend (37). Later,
Temple (ifwe areto read this controversial passage as spoken byTemple) recalls a time
whensheplanned to run oflfwithher boyfriend, Frank, against her father's and brothers'
will. Courageously rebelling against their rule, shebreaksout ofthe housein which they
have lockedher, and steps in front ofa loaded shotgunto protect Frank (58). In both of
these instances, we see Temple essentially refusing to be subordinate to male rule.
Thissort of independent attitudepersists as the novelprogresses. At MissReba's,
for instance. Temple leaves the "house" against Popeye's orders(230). More importantly,
afterPopeye catches her, shefearlessly taunts andteaseshim, saying, "You're scared of
[Red]...He's a better manthanyou are...You're not evena man!" (231), an instance which
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becomes all the more significant when we realize that Temple is the only person inthis
novel who isn't afi-aid to stand up to this gangster.
AsI mentioned earlier, Daisy and Temple are not femimst ideals, but they do
embody thetraits of theNew Woman which Fitzgerald and Faulkner ultimately condemn.
Fitzgerald doesnotwant to leave us with a positive impression of Daisy. He wants us to
interpret Daisy's assertiveness and expressions of independence as his narrator does, as
selfish and "careless" (187). He wantsus to agreewithNickthat Daisy is part of a "rotten
crowd" (162), andseeher as the "foul dust" which floats in the wake of Gatsby's
immaculate dream (6). Of course, nowhere doesFitzgerald call Gatsby's selfishness into
question, or expose theabsurdity ofhis dream, a dream which we areto feel Daisy should
have lived up to at all costs. Because shedoesnot, however, we must attribute it to
selfishness. Everything shedoes, everything sheis whatbrings aboutthe tragic events at
the end ofthe novel. She alone bears the weight ofan awfiil burden.
Then again, it is no secret that Fitzgerald "interpreted the "New Woman' as an
ominous sign ofsocial breakdown" (Norton 941). We see this intheway heeventually
depicts Daisy asa failure. Hewants us to see that she, onone level, fails Gatsby by not
living up to Ws impossible dream, and ona more extraordinary level, fails American
society by not living upto the masculine ideal of femininity. Judith Fetterley, in The
Resisting Reader, points out this uncanny link between Daisy and America, showing us
the similarities between Daisy's failure of Gatsby andthe failure ofAmerica to liveup to
those"Dutch sailor's" (189) expectations Fitzgerald speaks of at the endof the novel
(Fetteriey 73). It was once a "flowered" country, Nick notes (189), but isnow fiiU ofonly
the"grotesque roses" that Gatsby sees right before his death (169). "The golden giri is
revealed to be a common weed" (Fetteriey 73)~there are no real roses anymore, accordmg
to Fitzgerald, only common flowers, like daisies. In short, theimpression Fitzgerald
leaves us with is that because ofthe rise of the New Woman, America will no longer be
the "oldwarmworld" it oncewas (169),but a new,grotesque and flowerless word.
Faulkner's ultimate depiction of Temple is no lessdiscouraging. What Faulkner
shows us as the effects of assertiveness and expressions of independence reflect his
disapproval of the New Woman. Fiedler agrees that Faulkner is "My aware that heisnot
dealing with a mere change insocial mores but with thedesecration ofa cult object"
(312). Inother words, the emergence ofthe New Woman isfor Faulkner, asit isfor
Fitzgerald, the death ofsome old, mythical idea offemininity, the "denial ofthe archetype
of theethereal virgin" (Fiedler 312). Hedoes not approve of the new sexual openness he
sees around him, and this isapparent inhis treatment ofTemple. What does flirting, a
"bold painted mouth" and "cool, predatory, discreet" looks get a woman? Well, according
to Faulkner, raped. He would seem to have usconstrue Temple's flirtatiousness the same
way the men atthe Old Frenchman place do: as "an open invitation" to what befalls her
(Vickery 130); asifthe toothed coquetry she displays in fi-ont ofPopeye somehow solicits
what he does to her.
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Faulkner goesforther with his "queasy male image of the flapper" (Fiedler 313).
As Fiedler points out. Temple isnt completely ruined for Faulkner until the end ofthe
novel, when she expresses herdesire forRed. She makes a significant point when she
interprets this scene as evidence ofFaulkner's beliefthat while such sexual yearning in a
man is"poetry, the equal and opposite yearning ofthe female ishorror—a desecration and
a travesty" (313). Faulkner can't just leave Temple's desire as it is, he must pervert it into
pathetic nymphomania: "Please. Please. Please. Please," Temple begs Red. "Don't make
me wait. I'm bummg up...You're a man. You're a man" (239).
Thefinal impression of a character with which an author leaves us isusually very
telling. Let usconsider Faulkner's closing descriptions ofTemple. At the end of the
novel, sitting inthecourtroom, the once assertive, independent Temple now gazes
listlessly, with an attitude of"childish immobility" (289; my emphasis). The woman who
once rebelled against her father and brothers is, in the end, consumed by them, as they
circle around her ontheway outof thecourtroom (289). In short, she is, as thejudge so
accurately puts it, a "ruined, defenseless child" (288). For Faulkner, then, the woman who
exercises a little assertiveness and independence, inthe end, necessarily comes to ruin by
virtue of her own fault.
Ironically, though Fitzgerald pushed for fi'eedom and liberation on many fi^onts (he
even went to Europe to live in a more permissive society), we see that he did not extend
his ideas offi'eedom to everyone. Likewise, though Faulkner isconsidered a Modernist in
literary terms, we see he is a Traditionalist atheart. The 1920's was, indeed, a decade
which ultimately saw a lot of progress made inthe areaof civil rights. Wehave seen,
however, that it was also a decade where old habits die very hard, and where many could
not let go ofthe myth ofthe Southern Flower.
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Why Doesn't She Just Leave?
The Myth of the Abused Woman
Kristi Pierson
ONCE again, the murder ofNicole Brown Simpson is front page news. We hear
her ex-husband denythat he ever abused hiswife. At the same time,we are stunned by
the horrifying photographs of her beaten face. We hearthe fear in her voicewhen she
callsfor help and we are told the truth through her diaries. Her murderhas brought
domesticviolence, or more accurately, violence againstwomen, inter full view ofthe
world. We can no longer deny the realitythat abuse is encounteredby women every
minute of every day. Theviolence is widespread andoccurs among ^ socio-economic
groups. Many people who have never been involved in a domestic violence situation
believe that the answeris elementary; Whydoesn't shejust leave? Unfortunately, the
answer is not so simple. And why isnt the more obvious question asked; Why does the
man beat her? Why has society colluded with men to absolve them of responsibility for
theircriminal behavior? "There is still so much emphasis on the woman's complicity in
domestic violence, andso little on the men with the fists, the knife or the gun" (Douglas
15).
To understand thecomplexities of this issue, wemust consider thecultural
background ofour society and the myths that continue to perpetuate the stereotypical
image of the abused woman.
Wife abuse was introduced as a feminist issue—^that is, an issue that
demonstrated the secondary status ofwomen in American society. Wife
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abuse, in the feminist view, as the result of the patriarchy and sexist
attitudes thatdegraded and oppressed women. It wasa deeply imbedded
social problem that hadto be redressed with social change—change that
brought greater equality and improved the status of women ingeneral.
Batteredwomen needed not only care andemotional support, but also
awareness ofthe social circumstances of their abuse. They needed
ultimately to be empowered—^that is, mobilized to challenge their
subjection andtake charge of theirlives. (Gondolf 1)
Noted feminist Nancy Chodorow statesthat "women'soppression is social, not
psychological. It isconcerned with wage inequality, jobsegregation, rape, wife abuse, the
unequal sexual division of labor in thehome, men's power over women" (Chodorow
167). It is interesting to further note Lenore Walker's observation that "only in periods in
which feminist ideology is taken seriously and equality between men and women is a goal
is there any attempt to eradicate violence against women" (Walker, Abused, 214).
Violence Against women has occurred for countless generations, beginning with
the notionthat womenwere viewed as chattelor property. "For centuries it was so
normative that nosanctions existed against it" (Hansen vii). Males striving for control
and dominance, along with a need to demonstrate power, isthe root ofviolence against
women. Adrienne Rich explains thepower of the patriarchy from thefeminist perspective:
Patriarchy is thepower of thefathers: a familial-social, ideological political
system inwhich men—^by force, direct pressure, tradition, law and
language, customs, etiquette, education, and thedivision of labor,
determine what partwomen shall not play, and inwhich the female is
everywhere subsumed underthe male. (Eisenstein 5)
A number ofinstitutional forces have routinely erected barriers that prevent
battered women from obtaining sufficient help. Patriarchal practices within society, the
church, andthe criminal justice system have created a gender imbalance andremoved
power from the hands ofwomen (Bamett 45).
Sigmund Freud also played a significant role in reflecting the pervasive societal
attitudes about abused women that are still accepted today. He believed that masochism
wasa normal aspect of femininity andthat women stayed in abusive relationships because
they enjoyed it. He believed that women actually experienced fantasies of being beaten
(Young-Breul 32). This theory hasbeenevoked for generations to support the
assumption thatwomen arebiologically preprogrammed to be masochistic and therefore
abused. Freud's theories are still verymuch a part of our culture. We read, eventoday,
that women involved in pornography or violent marriages "want" to be beaten, and
Freud's theories of beating fantasies are still usedto support their positions (Steinhem 30).
In 1920Freud's theoryofmasochism was disproved and was generally
disregarded as an explanation for domesticabuse. Then, duringthe 1980s, theory was
revived, in part by a psychologist named Robin Norwood. In her book. Women Who
Love Too Much, Norwood tellswomen that the reason they are in abusivesituations is
because they choose to be. She told womenthat they suffered from the diseaseof
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codependency and she encouraged women to be submissive. She even created a "rest ^
cure," not unlike the isolation cure Charlotte Perkins Oilman described in The Yellow
Wallpaper.
Women in therapy groups were told that they were the cause ofabusive
relationships: it was all their fault. One woman in therapy said, "See, the thing I learned
in this group is, it really isn't his fault. I allowed it to happen." Norwood would later be
discredited for inventing case histories, but not before thousands ofwomen fell back into
the masochisticmode. The man bore no responsibility in the abuse situation, only the
woman.
At the same time as Norwood's book was making such an impact on American
women, the American Psychological Association decided to include masochistic
personality disorder in the Diagnostic andStatisticalManual ofMental Disorders, the
bible ofAmerican psychiatry. This would officiallymark the "return to treating battered
women as masochists who court domestic violence (Faludi 358). Once again under the
backlash, attention was deflected from the causes of that 'counterattack': male anger over
women's increasing demands and male fear over women's growing autonomy. At the
meeting, Lenore Walker explained to the panel that personality traits do not cause uJ
domesticviolence, but, in fact these traits are produced as a result ofabuse. She feared
that the masochistic label would lead to misdiagnosesand allow the justice system to
identifyspousal violence as a personalitydisorder of the woman. She fiirther stated that
the reason that women often do not fight back, is not because they are masochists, but
they have learned that such a response will only serve to further enrage the batterer.
"these women often remain with their abuser, too, not because they enjoy thetorment, but ^
because they realistically fear worse violence if they walk out; the majority ofbattered
women are slainby their abusers after they leave home" (360). In the end, the views of
the feminist psychologists were disregarded by the APA and the masochistic personality
disorder became part of the DW (356-362).
Many battered women's coping techniques, acquired to protect them from further ^
violence, have been viewed as evidenceof severe personality disorders. These women
sufferedfrom situationally imposed emotionalproblemscaused by their victimization.
Theydidnot chooseto be battered because ofsomepersonality defect; theydeveloped
behavioral disturbances becausethey lived in violence (Walker, Battered 18).
No human being enjoys being beaten or harassed, women generally stay in abusive
relationships because they areeconomically dependent on the batterer, because they are
ashamed to tell anyone, because they have nowhere to go for help and feel their situation
is hopeless, or because they are afraid of retaliation bythebatterer ifthey take action.
"Battered women do notappear to bevictim-prone. Women contribute to violence only
in the fact that they are fem^e" (Gondolf 19). Noted psycholo^st Edward Gondolfgoes
onto say thatnumerous studies have shown that male violence is, for themost part,
indiscriminate and unpredictable. Hecredits Gloria Steinem for likening theidea that
women are insome way responsible for their abuse to victims oftheHolocaust. Would
anyone ask "What in your background led you to a concentration camp?" (qtd. 19).
Indeed, many women react to battering inthe same manner as hostage who is tormented
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and isolated. In an interviewin Ms., Ann Jones stated that she doesn't believein the term
'batteredwoman syndrome.' "I would call it a post-traumatic stress disorder. What
happens is not peculiar to battered women. It's a consequence of severe andprolonged
battery; it's not something women are naturally afOicted with." (Jacobs 60).
Thereare many obstacles to overcome on the road to ending violence against
women. Why doesn't shejust leave? Thetruth is that more than 50%ofwomen do leave
abusive relationships; however, the decision to leave is not easy. Battered women who
leave their homes are frequently threatened by increased violence or death. Indeed, the
most seriousdemonstrations ofviolence generally occur after the womanhas left the
home (National Victim Center 4)
Ourjudicial sy^emmust take these cases more seriously and prosecute offenders more
vehemently. We must have more funding to provide shelter, education, jobtraining and
counseling and parenting skills for women. Wehave to teach women to understand the
warning signals and deal with their own emotional problems and beliefsystems.
Many battered women's coping techniques, acquired to protect them from further
violence, have been viewed as evidence of severe personality deficits. Yet, the social and
legal system of patriarchy prevents a woman from leaving anabusive situation because
there isnot a system for helping these women toward independence. More than halfof
homeless women and children are victims ofviolence. Ifwe can build shelter and systems
for helping these women, the chances are excellent that they will beable to cope outside
of the relationship because once they areout, the traits associated with battered women's
syndrome generally cease to exist. With proper support services these women can begin
anew and recover successfully from their experiences.
Battered womensufferfrom situationally imposed emotional problems
caused bytheirvictimization. They do not choose to be battered because
of some personality defect, they develop behavioral disturbances because
they live in violence. (Wa^er, Battered 39)
In orderto understand andattempt to endviolence against women out culture
must reject the philosophy of blaming the victim forpersonality disturbances andinstead
concentrate on the personality disturbances of the abuser. As a society we must
understand that it is batterer and not the victim who suffers from negative personality
traits. By perpetuating the beliefthat it is rational to blame the victim, we ultimately
excuse menfor the crime (Walker 15). AnnJonesobserved that "we haven't put an end
to violence in the homebecause society accepts that women are goingto be battered, that
they serve as an example ofwhat awaits all women who don't behave (Jacobs 56). This
idea parallels the theory that Susan Brownmiller contends is thecorereason for rape, as
shestatedin hergroundbreaking book.Against Our Will: Men, Women, and Rape.
(Schneir272).
LenoreWalker summarizes the core problem and the reality of our hopesfor
eliminatingviolence against women in our society:
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The violence will only cease when every person, man or women, stops
defensively rationalizing and begins to understand just how such acts come
about in our cultureand why they continue. (Walker Battered 5).
Perhaps we should stop asking the question,"Why doesn't she just leave?" and
start asking "Why doesn't he just leave her alone?"
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Politics, the Past, and the Social Sciences: Ethnic
Nationalism in Western European Countries
Dana Ramos Herrera
ARCHAEOLOGY (andothersocial sciences suchas anthropology) have oftenbeenused
toelucidate history. With each excavation and every artifact uncovered, smother piece ofthe
bw mosaic which symbolizes the changes of human culture and society falls into place. The study of
the Roman empire, for example, has benefited from various archaeological studies; the evidence
uncovered at sites has enabled researchers to clarify
indetail the development ofRome's supply system, inwhich oil, wine, and even ^ain were
transported byship from all over the Mediterranean area, primarily from areas outside Italy.
(Randsborg: 168)
Although the social sciences can certainly beused for positive purposes, anthropology and
archaeology are not free from corruption; these disciplines are susceptible tothe influences of the
very enviroiunent they choose to study. The government and politics ofa country often have a
bearing upon how research is conducted, the interpretations which are derived froin theevidence,
aswell as theway theinformation will be putto use. Efforts to promote ethnic nationalism, a
sense of solidarity and pride in one's country, is often the most influential upon thesocial sciences
since
language, places, objects, and persons have all been used toevoke antiquity and authenUcity
inAe construction ofti^tions ofcommunal identity for regions, nations, and supranation^
entities. (Dietler: 597)




The use of ethnic nationalism for political purposes has occurred throughout history; for
example, during the French Revolution of 1789,
Celtic identity was used both to oppose the nobility in a revolution represented as a racial
conflict, and subsequently, as a unifying theme in the new process of popular nationalism by
which the nation was defined as a conununity. (Dietler: 587)
For the rebels, the reconstruction of their Celtic background became a rallying point which they
used to unify their group. In somepolitically motivated reconstructions of history, the information
is accurate and derived from reliable sources; in reality, however, many past events have been
purposely misconstrued by a dictatorship, an electedgovernment, or othergroupin an attempt to
construct a history which will endear people to their ideology as well as provide a history with
which the massescan identify. As Michael Dietlerexamines in his article"'Our Ancestorsthe
Gauls': Archaeology, Ethnic Nationalism, and the Manipulationof Celtic Identityin Modem
Europe"the socialsciences as well as government haveoftenbeen intertwined:
"The most effectiveexpressionof ethnicity requiresan anchor to a particulargeography,"
and archaeology provides that anchorby tyingsites to ancient eventsand people. It is largely ^
for this reason that nation states take an interest inarchaeology. "What m^es anation isthe
past, whatjustifiesone nation againstanotheris the past". Hencethe state is concerned to
flnance excavations, designate and preserve "national sites," and sponsor museums and
exhibits that display the"national heritage".. .it is hardly surprising that the pattern of ^
supportfor archaeological excavation and museumdisplays has been conditioned by national
mythologies of identity. (Dietler: 597)
Governments (in many instances) take a particular interest in examining, and perhaps funding, the uj
researchof archaeologists in the hopes that it will support the political ideologies. Thus, politics,
thepast, and the socid sciences often form a triumvirate whichis at thecenterof a constructed
national identity.
In Europe today with the unification of Germany, thecollapse of the SovietUnion, and the war
within former Yugoslavia, the question of identity has become especially important:
An exploration of the relationship betweenarchaeology and theconstruction of identity in
modem communities isofconsiderable importance in Europe today, where attempts to ^
establisha new supranational community are matchedby a resurgence of xenophobia
nationalism; where tensions based in emotionally charged appeals to ethnic heritage are
currentlyerupting in violence in many areas; where the bonds holding many nationalpolitics
are fragmenting and reforming around smaller ethnic identities; and where archaeolo^ has
beenconscripted frequently to establish and validate cultural borders andancestry, often in
the serviceof dangerousracist and nationalistmythologies. (Dietler: 584-585)
Differences in ethnicityand identityare often at center of conflictsas peoplebegin to separateand
categorize themselves accordingly. Thus, determiningwhat differentiates one ethnic group ("Us")
from the other ("Them") becomes of utmost importance. In determining the criteria of one's
group, history becomes crucial. Often, one asp^tofaculture histoty is emphasized while another
aspect is ignored or suppressed in an attempt to make a strong association to thepastandgenerate
aviable ethnic identity. Historically, however, other European countries have also resort^to an
extreme manipulation or deliberate fabrication of facts in order to assure a connection to the past. ^
"The [use of] archaeological findmgs to boost national pride is nothing new"(Mangi: 217). The
infamous Piltdown Hoax, for example, was meant to ordain England as the birthplace of
humanity-a distinction which would designate English land (rather than any other place in the
world) as theorigin of theprogenitor of modem women and men. Theconspirators of the
Piltdown forgery attempted to instill national pridethrough theuseof archaeology, similar to what
NaziGermany wouldtty to do almost threedecades laterfor their followers. WWlenot
irreproachable, however, those who orchestrated the Piltdown fraud lacked the sinister motivations
of the Nazi propagandist. Archaeology became the justification for German horrors asAdolf
Hitler and HeinrichHimmlerdistorted and falsified history to further their dementedcause. The
exploitation of the social sciences topromote ethnic nationalism, are the focus of this study.
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England
Previous Discoveries .... . .
Prior to 1911, England didnot claim that any fossilized homimd remains had been unearthed on
English soil; discoveries ofneandertals and other archaic humans, however, were found inareas
like Germany, Belgium, France and Indonesia. The l^k ofevidence proving that hominids were
first present in England wasregarded with sorrow since
it seems that all political systems, including communism, take pride inthe fossil hominids
found within their country's borders. Thefossils of ourearly ancestors, no matter where
they are found, seem toberegarded as the heritage ofall peoples. (Sigmon: 137)
The fossils of ancient hominids are oftenattributed to the countrywhere they are discovered in an
attempt to raise national pride; the area which can claim that itwas home tothe earliest men and
women can in turn be honored as the soil which nurtured the seed of humanity.
The following time line will focus onthe homlnid fossils uncovered invarious counrtes;
although numerous other ideas and discoveries contributed tothe development ofthe sciences of
archaeology, geology, paleoanthropology, etc., these dates will berestricted to represent the
historical context in wWch theconspirators ofAe Piltdown hoax feltcompelled to produce Ae
remains of theearliest known European man. Ironically, there wasevidence of twohominid
remains found onEnglish soil in 1888 and 1911 which would have established that English soil
was home to at least some hominids during the prehistoricera.
1774, Germany: Johann Friedrich Esper denies thatthe human remains found at
Gaylenreuth Cave inGermany were "contemporaneous with the animal fossils among which they
were found" (Tattersall: 8).
J804, Belgium: Philippe-Charles Schmerling excavates the cave ofEngis on the River
Meuse near Li^ge inBelgium. There, he discovers two modem looking human skulls (Tattersall:
9).
1833, Belgium: Upper Pleistocene hominid remains found inEngis (Spencer: 10).
1848, Gibraltar. Ignored until 1863, theGibraltar skull was discovered during work on
militaiy fortifications (Tattersall: 9, Spencer: 10).
1852, France: In France at Aurignac, a large number of burials in association with an
extinct fauna and stone tools is unearthed (Tattersall: 25).
1856, Germany: A small cave in the steep side of the Neander Valley yields a Neandertal
skeleton (Tattersall: 13, Spencer: 10).
1868, France:Edouard Lartet andHenry Christy excavate a small rock shelter inLes
Eyzines de Tayac. At this site, dubbed Cro-Magnon, workmen had discovered some human
skeletons which were associated with stone tools as well as the remains of extinct animals
(Tattersall: 25).
1886, Belgium: Two archaic human skeletons are discovered at the site ofSpy, near
Goyet, in theBelgium province of Namur (Tattersall: 24, Spencer: 10).
1889-1905, Yugoslavia: Neandertal remains excavated in thecave of Krapina in
Yugoslavia (Tattersall: 45).
1890,Java: A fossilizedhuman skull is found in a rockshelterat Wadjak and a fragmentof
a lower jawis found at a site called Kedug Brubus byEugene Dubois (Tattersall: 34).
1891, Java: A hominid molar tooth, skullcap wasexcavated at JavabyEugene Dubois
(Tattersall: 35).
1892, Java: Near the village ofTrinil, on thebanks of theSoloRiver in central Java, a
femur isexposed after the floods of the rainy season; it isdiscovered byEugene Dubois (Tattersall:
35).
1908, Germany: A fragmentary braincase is found at the German site of Ehringsdorf, as
wellas a lower jaw found in a sand quany at MauernearHeidelberg (Tattersall: 47).
1908-1911. France: The French cavesitesof La Chapelle-aux-Saints, Le Moustier, La
Ferrassie, and La (^ina all yielded complete or multiple skeletons ofNeandertals (Tattereall: 45).
Although many of these finds were neglected or put intostorage upon discovery, their
importance to the study ofpaleoanthropology was generally recogniz^ by the time the Piltdown
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hoax was perpetrated; interest in fossil hominidshad increasedand the origins of man were studied
extensively. Interestingly, the two sites of Chapel Hill and East Anglia in England provided
evidence that anatomically modem Homo sapiens had once lived in those areas. At the Chapel Hill
site, a modem looking human skeleton was discovered in "deposits of [the] early Pleistocene age"
in 1888 (Tattersall: 48). In 1911, East Anglia yielded a "near complete, but anatomically modem
human skeleton" which the scientists of the era believed to date to sometime between the Lower
and Middle Pleistocene (Tattersall: 26). For reasons unknown, however, these discoveries were
not sufficient to warrant celebration and most scientists continued to consider English soil barren
of any significant finds. This lack of fossil evidence may also have been the motivation behind the
hoax but as discussed in the section entitled "Why Piltdown?: General Motives," there were many
factors which contributed to the implementation of the Piltdown Forgery.
The Piltdown Hoax
In 1908, workers digging in a gravel pit at Piltdown in Sussex (later discovered to really be a
shallowpit near BarkhamManor) discoveredfragmentsof a human cranium; these pieceswere
handed to Charles Dawson, a local lawyer and amateur paleontologist. Later, in 1912, Arthur
Smith Woodward (the Keeper of Geology at the British Museum), mystic Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin (who later became a professional paleontologist), and Dawson explored the gravel pit
thoroughly (Tobias: 245). The trio discovered more cranium pieces as well as the right half of an
apelike lower jaw with two molar teeth. Apparently found in the same stratum as the hominid
pieces were "isolate teeth of a mastodon, a stegodon, a beaver, and a hippopotamus, and flint and
bone implements" (Tobias: 245). Because of Ae assumption that artifacts found in the same strata
are from the same time period (relative chronology), scientists declared an early Pleistocene or a
late Pliocene age for the site. At a meeting for the Geological Society ofLondon on December 18,
1912, Woodward declared that the cranium he had reconstructed from the discovered pieces were a
new hominid genus and species which he designated Eoanthropus dawsoni ("die dawn of the man
of Dawson") [Tobias: 245].
By late iMs, Dawson had recovered a pair offragmentary nasal bones and nasal conchae at
Piltdown while de Chardin uncovered a canine tooth which was believed to be part ofEoanthropus
dawsoni. In 1915, at a site presumed to be Sheffield Park, a second Eoanthropus dawsoni dubbed
Piltdown II was discovered; this find was composed of a brain case, a mandibular molar tooth, as
well as the tooth of an archaic rhinoceros.
For some paleoanthropologists.. .the doubts they had entertained that the cranium and jaw
of Piltdown I belonged to Ae same species and individual were lessened if not entirely
dispelled by this discovery. (Tobias: 245)
Because of the scientific importance of these finds, a monument conmiemorating Dawson's
discoveries were erected in the grounds of Barkham Manor, Piltdown. For the next forty years,
Piltdown Man remained a valid scientific artifact which supported the idea that the oldest ancestor
of man had lived in England.
On November 21,1953, Joseph Weiner (physical anthropologist).Sir Wilfrid Edward LeGros
Clark (head of the departmentat Oxford),and KennethOakley (anthropologist) declaredthat
Piltdownman was a hoax (Spencer: 132-134). Afterviewing the Piltdown remains earlier that
sununer, the three men became suspiciousand began to examine the artifactsmore closely.
With remarkable speed,Oakley's chemical analyses exposedthe whole fraud. Not a singlebone
or artifact from Piltdown was authentic. Many had been stained with potassiumdichromate to ake
them look older,but alsoso that they mightresemble remains from anotherPleistocene site,)
By June 30,1954, bothPiltdownI and Piltdown II wereconfirmed forgeries. Thejaw was taken
from a orangutan, the cranium was modem,and the caninediscovered by de Chardm was thought
to havecomefroma modem ape. The various otherartifacts, suchas the elephant toothwere
genuine, butcollected fix)m other prehistoric archaeological sites. Thegravel beds where Piltdown
I andn were found were apparently seeded with theother artifacts toestablish thesupposed
Pleistocene ora late Pliocene age. Once the forgery was exposed, questions arose ^ tothe
identity of theconspirator(s). (Although countless books and articles have been written examining
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the PiltdownHoax [Smith, 1922;Woodward, 1948;Vere, 1955; Halstead, 1978; Linderman,
1986; Lewin, 1987; WilUs, 1989; Spencer, 1990;Tattersall, 1995] I will refer to the Langham-
Spenser theory presented inFrank Spencer's Piltdown. AScientific Forperv and Phillip V.
Tobias' "Piltdown: AnAppraisal of theCase Against SirArthur Keith" when discussing the
identity of the conspirators.)
There hasbeenmuch speculation as to whoperpetrated the fraud, withsuspects ranging from
William RuskinButterfield, curator of the Hasting Museum, to Sir ArthurConan Doyle (the
novelist whose created thelegendary literary character Sherlock Holmes) [Tobias: 249]. Although
it is generally accepted that Charles Dawson orchestrated the conspiracy, the identity ofhis
accomplice has been long debated. The Langham-Spenser hypothesis (developed byDr. Frank
Spencer and the late Dr. Ian Langham) attempts toend the controversy byarguing that SirArthur
Keith was Dawson's associate.
Joseph S.Winer argues in hisbook ThePiltdown Foreerv that Charles Dawson was almost
certainly involved with thePiltdown Hoax since "from beginning toend,Dawson hadbeen a
pivotal figure" (Spencer: 153). Dawson had the means and opportunity bywhich tocommit such
a fantastic fraud.
He could easily have obtained all the forged specimens; he hadbeen observed chemically
treating bones; as theSteward of Barkahm Manor hehadfree access and every opportunity
to salt the gravel beds;and he was the only person present on everyoccasion when
specimens were found. Moreover, nothing more was found after hedied. (Lukas: 198)
In addition,Dawson's motives were sufficient to convince him to assume the risk involved with
sucha scheme. As anEnglish scientist, the greatest honor which couldhave beenbestowed upon
him was an induction into the Royal Society of London, one of the world's oldest and most
prestigious scientific associations; discovering Piltdown, the first hominid, would have assured
Dawson membership.
[Dawson's] motive was tiedprimarily to his ambition to become a Fellow of theRoyal
Society, anhonour that was marked the piimacle of scientific achievement. Achieving this
accolade was notan easymatter, but it is evident from his latercorrespondence thathe had
seenPiltdown as a possible route .. .thereis every reason to suppose that, hadhe lived, he
would have been duly elected- an eventuality that would have beenbased almost entirely on
his achievements at Piltdown. (Spencer: 199)
While Dawson was certainly motivate as well as capable, the fact that many details ofthe forgery
were so intricate and elaborate leads some scholars to believe that "involvement of the brain and
eye of a specialist" was necessary (Tobias: 247). AstheLangham-Spenser hypothesis proposes,
/Gthur Keith was the second perpetrator, the very specialist needed to complete the deception.
Arthur Keith was ananatomist andleading supporter ofTertiary Man inBritain; prior to Ws
appointment as conservator of the Hunterian Museum ofthe Roysd College ofSurgeons, Keith had
servedas demonstrator of anatomy at the London Hospital (Spencer: xxii). AfterEoanthropus
dawsoni was unveiled, Keith appeared to be very much impressed with theskull constructed by
Woodward andregarded it as (inhis own words) "themissing form- thelink which early
followers of Darwinhad searched for- had really been discovered" (Tobias: 258). Yet his
enthusiasm for the discovery was perhaps fueledby othermotives. Phillip V. Tobiassubmits the
Langham-Spenser theory, aswell as his own evidence, to support theconclusion thatKeith wasin
league with Dawson to pe^trate the hoax. As Tobias proposes in his article "Piltdown; An
Appraisal of the Case Agamst Sir Arthur Keith,"
Keith undoubtedly commanded the wideand profound knowledge andevolutionary
perspective which theintric^ies of thehoax demanded. Keith hadready access to the
materials thatwere prepared andplanted. In hislaboratory, Keith hadtheopportunity tosalt
the gravel bedsof the Piltdown area. Preeminently, as a manof driving anibition and one
with a very firm held concept of how hominid evolution hadoccurred despite the lack of any
fossils to support that concept, Keith had motives. (Tobias: 259)
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Keith's support of the Pihdown men werenot surprising, considering that he himselfhelped to
proiduce them and wanted the "hominids" to be accepted as real. His ability and ambition to help
orchestratesuch a plan speaks of personal desires which he simply could not ignore. •
Like Dawson, Keith yearned for fellowship ofthe Royal socie^; yet he also had other goals he
apparently thought Piltdown would assure that heattain. Keith strove topublish his novel aswell
asbecome knighted by the queen. AfterPiltdown, he attained his goals: "Keith's F.R.S. came in
thespring of 1913, his Antiquity ofMan wasto appear in 1915, andhisknighthood was to be
attained in 1921" (Tobias: 259). His foremost goal, however, of supporting a find which would
force England fromthe annals of archaeological/ fossil hominid obscurity was surely a symptom
of the larger, general desire to fmd the earliest ancestor in England.
Oneof Keith's major motives, on this scenario, wasto establish thecasefor a particular kind
of human ancestor, as conceived by him, but also a fossil man whose provenance and
morphology showed that it was earlier and therefore more important than any other fossil
hominid then known, at least in Europe. (Tobias: 258)
Why Piltdown?; General Motives
As previously mentioned, the discoveries at Chapel Hill and EastAngliaprovided evidence
which wouldsupport the theory that someearly hominids had beenpresentin England; yet the
scientific community was not satisfied with such a description sincehalf a dozenothercountries
could makethe same boast. A truly sprctacular find wouldhaveto be attributed to Englandif they
were to make history- a requirementPiltdownconvenientlyfilled.
France and Belgium had long boasted their Neandert^ skeletons; from Germany there had
come the original Neandertal craniumand the Mauer mandible. England, however, had been
barren of fossil men, and much sadness there had been over this lack. The Pihdown Skull
laid bare at that meeting of the (jeologicalSocietywas hailedas England's firstgreatand
historic find in paleoanthropology and as the world's earliest man. (Tobias: 244)
As Dawsonand Keith realized, finding the supposed missinglink betweenman and apes would
launch their careers as well as their beloved countiy to international prominence. "The only certain
thing is thattheperpetrator(s) understood theBritish paleoanthropological establishment well
enough to know what itsmembers would accept relatively uncritically" (Tattersall: 50). During
this era scientists suspected that humans and apes had divereged at some point. Thus, by
presenting Eoanthropus dawsoni, Dawson and Keithcouldprovide the evidence which would
provethatDarwin's (and all the otherscientists that hadcomeafterhim) theories on evolution and
natural selection were indeedcorrect. The government as well as Britishsociety was predictably
pleased as
the discovery of a large skulland primitive jaw of the Piltdown Man in England in 1912
confirmed theexpectations of the day, andconsiderable pride wasattached to the notion of
humanity arising in the British Empire. (Willis: 23)
Indeed,the reaction of the scientific community itselfwas also demonstrative of how the desire to
forge a newidentity for tiie Crown as thebirthplace of humanity forced theacceptance the
Piltdown skull far too quickly.
Regardless of how much thearchaeologists andpaleoanthropologists of theeradebated, it was
gener^y agreed upon that the discovery ofthe Piltdown skull was of great importance to the
science of hominid evolution. Yet, as Dr. Robert Lewin asks.
Howis it that trained men, the greatest expertsof theirday,couldlookat a set of modem
human bones- the cranial fragments- and "see" aclear simian signature in them; and "see" ^
in an ape's jaw theunmistakable signs of humanity? (Lewin: 61)
Theanswer canonly liein thefact that these men wanted thePiltdown skull tobe representative of
the truth. The scientists ofthis era were desperate tofind the "missing link" ^d the fact that the tj
hoax went undetected for forty years indicates theneed people had to have this mystery of life
solved. Their desire to make England famous, aswell as provide the answer to a decades old
question influenced their judgment. "The answers, inevitably, have to do with the scientists'
expectations and their effects on the interpretation ofdata" (Lewin: 61). Ironically, if there every
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^ was any discord among the scholars, it had todowith interpretation, rather than the existence of
the remains themselves.
One of the reasons the forgery was so successful was that there were so many internal
inconsistencies; scientists spentmore time arguing over the interpretation of details than they
did on validating the whole matter. (Lukas: 198).
That thefinds were genuine went undisputed by theacademics since to question the validity of the
Piltdown skull was to threaten the newly acquired status of England as home to the oldest
« hominid. Rather, the attention was focused on the assessment of those finds. An error in
evaluation couldbe challenged andcorrected but if the artifacts were fake, the lossof England
status would be irreparable.
Mi
The Effects
Piltdown, undeniably, hadseveral effects onscience as well ason attitudes towards evolution.
For instance, Piltdown manbecame accepted as evidence of the hominid ancestor which eventually
led to the appearance of modem humans.
Andwithit the popularity grewof the "presapiens" theory, which heldthatat someremote
point, probably inthePliocene, a split had occurred in thehuman lineage. One branch had
M given riseto theearly appearance of modem humans, viaPiltdown. The other branch had
led to the doomed Neanderthals. (Tattersall: 50)
In the evolutionary tree, Eoanthropus dawsoni became the forbearer of Homo sapien. In fact,
when Australopithecus wasdiscovered in 1924 in Africa, it wasvehemently opposed and
denounced by Keith and other supporters ofPiltdown because to accept thediscovery of theTaung
skeleton (as theAustralopithecus was named) was to admit that Piltdown couldnot haveexisted.
"If Taung and Australopithecus proved to becorrectly appraised asearly hominids or aspirant-
hominids, Piltdown could not have been an ancestor and its bona fides would have been suspect"
(Tobias: 260). Until the revelation of the forgery in the early 1950's, the studyof
paleoanthropology was, in effect, rendered stagnant.
^ After discovery of theforgeiy, another effect of thePiltdown hoax referred to the argument
between creationists andevolutionists. In another polemic concerning the theories of evolution,
those who were staunch believers increationism (the idea that the universe aswell ^ humanity
wascreated by an all powerful god)usedthe Piltdown hoax as evidence thatscientific methods
^ wereoftenperverted to prove the heretical theory of evolution. Piltdown served as an excuseto
denounce science. Yet as Tobias points out, those
whohave used the Piltdown story to bolster their case against "experts"seldomif ever
w follow uptheir gleeful discussion of Piltdown with the fair comment thatit wastherigour of
scientific method that uncovered the hoax. (Tobias: 280)
Thankfully, although sciencecan be in error, it can also be self correcting, as Piltdown
demonstrated.
In the rush to declare the most incredible scientific discovery of the generation and provide
England with theneeded image as thesource of humanity, Dawson and Keith ignored theethics
and scientific methods which mustguidethe sciences. They attempted to enhance theircareer as
well asaccomplish other goals by manipulating science ina selfserving action which h^ enduring
consequences. Although thismanipulation of evidence is hardlysurprising, its application can
have horrendous effects, as seen in Nazi Germany.
Nazi germapY
AdolfHitler's rise to power in 1933 signaledthe begmmng of Aiyan Germans securing their
rightful placeas the MasterRaceby reclaiming their lost lands, purging then- social andcultural
landscape of the Jewishinfluence, and restoring Germany as the most powerful and influential
superpower- or so the propaganda claimed. Underthe guidance of propaganda minister Joseph
Goebbles, Nazi Germany wasextolled as the ideal country/government withHitleras the brilliant
head of state. The press, radio, and films (especially those by Leni Riefenstahl)
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playeda vital role as an agent of political socialization- takingthe lead in transmitting and
instilling official ideology. When necessaiy, it churned out propaganda aimed at mobilizing
the masses and channelling their activities in the interest of the government or the party.
(Bankier: 20)
With a deft manipulation of facts, complete fabrication of events, and inventivepresentation, the
Nazis were successful in justifymg their activities, as well as promoting their ideologies, to the
masses.
The SS Ahnenerbe
Although there was much interest in archaeology for political purposes "there was no real
respectfor the past or its remains" (Arnold: 36). Most artifacts uncovered were not studied
objectively nor placed in their proper context. Each find was seen simply as a link to a greater
German glory. As one advertisement in a popular journal exclaimed, "Every single find is
important becauseit represents a document of our ancestors" (Amold: 33).
Unfortunately, the archaeologyof Germany was largely neglecteduntil
Hitler's rise to power in 1933 [which]made the appropriation of the past for propagandathat
much easier.. .Whenever an artifact of a type designated a 'Germanic' was found, the land
was declared to be ancient Germanic territory. Applied to prehistoric archaeology, this
perspective resulted in the neglect or distortion of datathatdid not directly apply to Germanic
peoples. (Amold: 31-32)
Because people were generally ignorant of the true histoiy of their culture area, it was easy to
subscribe to the interpretations offered by the Third Reich and believe, for example, that various
lands truly belonged to the government. Understanding that archaeological "evidence" helped to
persuade the masses, Himmler established the Ahnenerbe. 'To obtain scientific(or pseudo-
scientific)support for his theories, Himmler founded the SS Ahnenerbe (Ancestral Inheritance) in
July 1935, with Hermann Wirth as its first president" (McCann: 79). The Ahnenerbe supervised
research in several fields such as medicine, humanities, mathematics, physics, mythology (such as
the search for the Holy Grail and the lost city ofAtlantis), anthropolo^, and archaeology. The
work they did, however, was neither ethical, nor done for the sake of learning. "All Ahnenerbe
archaeological work had ulteriorpolitical or propagandistic motives,but some of their
archaeological activities can only be described as looting" (McCann: 83). Nothing was spared
against the diseased touch of the Nazis. w
The archaeology of Germany did not, at this time, resemble a true scientific discipline.
Structured, careiiilexcavationsand a rigorousexaminationof the artifactswere underutilized
techniques. Looting, a blatant disregardfor scientificprocedure, as well as the site destruction was
the norm. For example, the site at Biskupin in Polandwas "one of the best preserved Early Iron
Age (600-4CX) B.P.)sites in all of central Europe" (Amold: 36). Yet the Nazi troops wereordered
to destroy the site after the Ahnenerbe had finished their"research." Nazi research methods were a
furthermockery of the scientific process; rather thanmaking educated hypotheses basedon all the uj
evidence, forexample, Himmler and those beneath himforced the artifacts to fit their
interpretations andthe"archaeological evidence thatdidnotconform to Nazi dogma was ignored
or suppressed" (Amold: 34). AsW.J. McCann wrote in "'Volk undGermanentum': the
ftesentation of the past in Nazi Germany,"
Himmlerhad no time for the pedanticprecisionof traditional science: he began not with
hypotheses based on theevaluation ofevidence butrather with axioms forwhich the
evidence hadto be found. (McCann: 79) ^
Rather thanrevising or changing a hypothesis oncecontradictory evidence emerged, theevidence
was ignored orforced toconform tothe theory. The entire context of^chaeological research was
changed for the worse as thestudy of thepast became dictated bypolitics and madmen's dreams
Archaeologists of this period were so influenced bythegovernment thatthey became divided
into three categories of people, most of whom were content to abide byHimmler's methodology:
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those who were either true believers orself-serving opportunists; those (the vast majority)
who accepted without criticism the appropriation and distortion ofprehistoric archaeology;
and those who openly opposed these practices. (Arnold: 37)
These archaeologists who collaborated with the Third Reich to bring greater glory to the German
fatherland willfully perverted the study ofthe past as aservice to the State. Because oftheir
actions, the Nazi's version ofGermanic prehistoiy became aridiculous mockery ofaccepted fact.
Thus, historians, archaeologists, anthropologists, and other scientists became anasset smce
their research would become fodder for the Third Reich's propaganda machine. As Heinrich
Himmler, chiefof theGerman police, is quoted as saying
The one and only thing that matters to us, and the thing these people are pad for by the St^e,
is to have ideas ofhistory that strengdien our people in their necessary national pride. Inall
this troublesome business we are oiUy interested in one thing— toproject into the dim and
distant past the picture ofour nation as we envisage it for the future. (Arnold: 33)
Himmler bought the history behind the ideology, alie which people paid for with Aeir lives.
Although many archaeologists may not have been been completely loyal to the Nazis,
many of them still provided the great Nazi propaganda machine with ammumtion, as mthe
question of their rights to the Polish territories. By their talk about East Germanic tribes like
the Goths and Vandals living inthe Polish lands, the archaeologists offered expansionist
plans an alibi. (Martens: 61) . . „ u i \
Consequently, as aresult oftheir usefulness, the social sciences (especially archaeology) were
regulated by the state so tiiat most of the research done could be used for Himmler spropaganda.
Historical Manipulation to Induce Pride in Germany x- » •
Restoring pride to the German people as well as instilling a greater sense ofpatriotism was
another goal of the propagandists as they distorted and rewrote history witii an obvious bias for the
Nazi Party. They "integrated history at all levels, to the extent that even minor local p^ods of
historical societies were turned into pamphlets ofNational Socialism" (Martens: 61). By 1935, the
Germans had renamed tiie prehistoric and historic periods: . ^ ^ r. t
tiie Bronze and pre-Roman Iron Ages became the 'Early Germanic penod, the Roman Iron
Age tiie 'Climax Germanic period,' the Migration period the 'Late Germanic penod, and
everything from tfie Carolingians to the thirteenth cenmry the 'German Middle Ages .
By designating the various eras as belonging to tiie Germanic people, tiie Nazis implied tiiat the
Gennans were solely responsible for tiie cultural and technological developments ofthose ume
periods.The result was an ideology constructed of history or falsified events which lauded
Germans and their culture as Ae originators ofWestern civilization. "According toNazi doctnne,
the Germanic culture ofnorthern Europe was responsible for virtually all major intellectual and
technological achievements ofWestern civilization" (Arnold: 32). TTie Third Reich chose to ignore
the contributions ofdifferent cultures such as that ofthe Egyptians although archaeologist Howard
Carter had discoveredthe tomb of King Tutankhamenby 1922.
Subject to Seizure: the Conquest of Land . . , .
It was deemed vital toproduce evidence which justified foreign expansion if the bonlers or
Germany were to be extended. Archaeologists in particular were employed by tiie State since tiieir
research provided tiie information necessary to rationalize conquest ofother lands. The
chronological dating ofvarious areas and determining who occupied the territories during
prehistory could be used to agreat advantage; ideas tiiat lands were "previously inhabited only by a
few nomadic Slavonic savages, or that previous settiement had been that ofVntermenschen,
inferior totiie incoming Germanics" would support claims tiiat large geographical regioiis were
part of the German fatherland and subject to seizure ^cCann: 84). By taking the knowledge (or
falsifying history to prove so) that ancient German tribes invaded or settied in countries like
Poland, propagandists could claim tiiat various lands rightfully belonged to modem Germans, and
thus, the Nazi Party.
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The sununit of the Heiligenberg in Heidelberg, for instance, was thoroughly examined (using
atrocious techniques) by the Ahnenerbe. Although there is noevidence ofi^nnanent settlement in
this area, people did visit the territory infrequently during the Neolithic period. Later on in history,
it was densely settled during the Late Bronze Age 0200-750 B.C.) and a double wall-and-
ditch system wasbuilt there in theLate Iron Age (200 B.C. to theRoman occupation), when ^
it was a hillfort settlement. Two provincial Roman watchtowers, as well as several Roman
dedicatory inscriptions, statue bases, and votive stones, have been found at the site.
(Arnold: 35)
Although there was evidence of Roman occupation, artifacts bearing a German influence were not
discovered. Initially, this site could not begifted the status ofThingstatte since "evidence of
significant Germanic occupation of thesitehadtobe documented" (Arnold: 34). However, once ^
archaeologists concocted documentation of German occupation of the land, Heiligenberg was
granted ThingstMtte standing "on the basis of fabricated evidence in the published excavation
reports" (Arnold: 36). By claiming these sites were originally inhabited by Germans, the Nazis
could claim through their propaganda thattheland wasrightfolly theirs and should be ^
expropriated.
Aryan Superiority and Race as Justification for Murder ujj
TheAhneneibe exploited archaeological artifacts tojustify genocide; forexample, thefamous
Venus figures from prehistoric eras were used to substantiate j^an superiority. TTie Venus
figurines of Willendorf (Austria) and Vestonice (Czechoslovakia) were subject to analysis by the
Ahnenerbe as possible proof of German racial dominance.
In their attempt to use archaeological and anthropological material to support the myth of
Germanic racial superiority, some of the Ahnenerbe staff went to extremely fanciful lengths.
(McCann; 85) ui
These figurines date to what is now termed the Upper Paleolithic, a period which some
archaeologists view as the beginning of men's and women's expression in an artistic manner (cave
paintings, petroglyps, and Venus figurines). The 4 and 3/8 inch Venus of Willendorf dates to
around 32,000-28,000 B.C. and was sculpted from limestone with traces of red coloring (Figure
1); the hair is ornamented, the breasts are heavy, and the belly distended (Sandars: 41,
Torbriigge:19). The woman sculpture from Dolnf Vestonice, for example, was formed out of
baked clay 23,000 years ago (Figure2); the 4 and 1/2 inch sculpture concenu-ated attentionon the ^
breasts and belly (Sandars: 48, Torbriigge:15). These statues were created for a purpose yet the
symbolism or meaning behind these forms are unknown. Archaeologist Jean Pierre Ehihard
commentedin 1993,"The womendepicted displayevery variationand accurately reproduce the uj
forms encountered among living people" (Duhard: 87). Earlier, in 1981,Patricia Rice, also an
archaeologist, claimed that these figures were in fact made to depict women of all ages, shapes,
and states offertility (Rice: 402-414). Yet when Himmler saw pictures ofthe figures earlier in ^
1941,he used the opportunity to interpret their existence in a manner which wodd support Nazi
doctrine.
Himmlerbegan by askingthe Ahnenerbe to chart the existence of Venusfigures in the lands of
theprehistoric era. Assuming them to be to some extent realistic, hewasstruck by the similarity
of theirapparent steatopygic development with thatof "sometribes of savage people"suchas the
Hottentots, and askedthe Ahnenerte to produce a distribution mapfor the flgures, as wellas to
see if there was anyevidence thatpeople "like the Hottentots" had thenlivedin thoseareas, or if ^
those people and the Hottentots were of similar descent, and whether these people had been driven
out or madeextincteitherby a change in climateor by the Cro-Magnon or laterNordicpeoples.
(McCann: 85)
Steatopygia, a "pronounced, localized accumulation offat orfatty-fibrous tissue on the upper part ^
of the buttocks, a condition common among Khoikhoi (Hottentot),"was connected by H mmler to
the famous Venusfigures (Singer: 1). His interest in discovering if the Venus sculptures were
carved by native people who may have been conquered orkilled was indicative of his hope that the uj
information could be used as proof of German superiority.
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Himmler's reasoning was clear: if these primitive races were similar to the Hottentots, and if
they had been destroyed by the Germanic invaders in the struggle for existence, then the
racial superiority ofthe Germanic tribes not only to the Willendorfculture but also to black
Africa would be proven in an incontrovertibly Darwinian way. (McCann: 85)
This notion ofracial superiority was ofgreat use toHimmler for his propaganda. By promoting
the notion that German Aryans were racially superior to all other people, itbecame easier to justify
the elimination ofthe socially inferior. For example, the concentration camps and the deaths ofsix
^ million Jews as well as large numbers ofPoles, Russians, Gypsies, are the Nazi's most horrifying
leg£tt;y. To accomplish the decimation ofentire groups of people. Hitler and Goebbels realized that
propaganda would have to "mobilize the public to the highest pitch ofconsent" and thus, they
began their efforts to prejudice public opinion against the Jews (Bankier: 146). Included in their
™ propaganda was the idea that Germans were the Master Race and others, including the Jews, were
less than human. Their efforts were soeffective that "historians have argued that Aeremarkable
success of propaganda in depersonalizing the Jews was adecisive enabling factor in the Nazi
lad regime's murderous policy" (Bankier: 139).
As the death ofmillions ofpeople, the destruction ofwhole cities and landscapes, and the other
Nazi atrocities demonstrate, archaeological research can be distorted, promoted, and then accepted
as truth. Themenace of these actions are obvious yet theconsequences of keeping silence are as
harmfiil:
dangerous abuses and distortions ofthe archaeological record promulgated mNazi Germany to
justify territorial expansion and genocide are awarning of the potential consequences of a
failure torefute certain interpretations asseriously wrong. (Dietler: 599)
^ By blindly accepting the truth and never questioning reality, the Third Reich was given free reign
bythose beneath them toenact their demented schemes.
Conclusion
Archaeology can often beexploited asa means tomsull nauonal pnde aswell asprovide
justification for various political agendas. Unfortunately, . , •
many archaeologists, like other ^ademics, fail to recognize how intimately archaeology is
M linked with economic and political aspects ofsociety. (Durrans: 66)
Often, politics and the social sciences which study the past are interlocked ^ political groups use
the research ofvarious disciplines toconstruct an ideology which has ab^is in historical fact, or
provide anew national image which can be easily identify with. As seen in the cases of Nazi
Germany and England's Piltdown Hoax, the sciences can be perverted in an attempt to accomphsh
various goals.
Ironically, the Nazi crimes have become "'a legacy ofevil inaclass by themselves, irreparably
burdening any concept ofGerman nationhood'" (qtd in Meyer: 27). For all the attempts ofthe
Ahnenerbe to designate various lands and artifacts as "Germanic" to restore pride in Germany, one
ofthe Third Reich's final legacies is the blemish their actions have placed upon the history of
Germany. Although innocent citizens ofGermany today are not responsible for the crimes ofan
insane Fiihrer, their country's modem history isdominated by the actions ofthe Nazis. These
horrors, their campaigns ofgenocide and conquest, were in part so successful due tothe
propaganda which was supported by the archaeological evidence ofthe Ahnenerbe. "I believe that
if weareable to draw onelesson from theGerman example, it is thatarchaeology is notan
appropriate medium for the contemporary debate and foundation ofethmc and national interests
(Veit: 52). That which the Nazis could not prove was supported by falsified artifacts and the
evidence which could harm their cause was suppressed and ignored. Archaeology was perverted
to serve the dreams of madmen.
Also in westem Europe, the Piltdown Hoax served topresent the world with evidence of
modem men and women emerging firom England. Two supposed men of science, Dawson and
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Keith, manipulated and falsified scientific evidence for their own selfish needs while the desire for
a phenomenal prehistoric find maintained thelie for forty years. ^
Writing on the famous Piltdown forgery, [J.] Reader ventures to suggest that one of the
factors that may have led to the successful perpetration of the hoax may have been nationalist
zeal to find the skeleton of the earliestman on Britishsoil. (Mangi: 217) ^
The belief that a "missing link" had to be discovered on English soil was the overriding motive in
the orchestration and perpetuation of the Piltdown Forgery. Paleoanthropology and archaeology
was used to support a false scientific find in an attempt to boost the esteem one nation.
Yet the question remains: what is the proper way to deal with the knowledge of these
perversions? Some would ar^e that toerase the past is the best solution but todothat would also
make us guilty of reconstructing history to suit our own agenda. To repeat a cliche, some claim
that to learn fi-om history is the only way keep fi-om perpetuating it. However, as Stephen L. "
Dyson, President of the Archaeological Institute of America writes, "is that our best service to the
past?" (Dyson: 6). The pursuit of knowledge and the histories which emerge because of that
search must be tempered with respect and honesty. To corrupt the process of learning and the u
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